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Uptown KapJan Branch 
-Under Consideration 

YU ·To Launch Campus Renovation Project 
By a Special Commentator Correspondent 

By MOROECHAI TWERSKY While several or the commitw 
Yeshiva . University _officials, members have indicated in inter

concerned that students preparing '- views with the Commtntator. that 
for graduate entrance examinations the Kaplan proposal may have its 
are missing much of their cla�s, .. positive aspects," many expressed 
particularly in Judaic Studies, are the need to consider the plan with 
considering a proposal to open a "cautious optimism." 

Yeshiva University's Main Center in Washington Heights will be the initial focus _of a major 
program to improve its . facilities and outward appeannce, the Commentator has learned. 

branch or the Stanley. H. Kaplan CoadUlom 

The Centenial Renovation ancJ 
Rehabilitation Project, which will 
include university-wide improve
ments of buildings and facilities, 
will make the campuses "a more 
functional and more attractive 
place to work and to study," said 
one administration oflical. 

Educational Center at the Main Dr. Norman R01enfeld, dean or 
Center in Washington Heights, the Yahiva College, maintained that 
Commnrtator has learned. 

The proposal, one of the several 
that arc being discussed . by a 
committee of Administration of
ficials and Roshtl Y t.rhiva, would 
attempt to put students back into 

· classrooms again, while enablins 
them to prepare adequately for the 
MCAT, LSAT, and GMAT ex
aminations. 
FJlmlnates Tramportadon Problem 

According to Rabbi Zevulun 
Charlop, director or the Mazer 
Yeshiva Program and chairman of 
the committee, implementation of 
such a proposal . would also 
"eliminate the transportation 
problem students have been con
fronted with en route · to 
Kaplan'st which is located in 
Midtown. 

According to Dr. Sheldon E. 
Socol, Vice President for Business 
Affairs of Yeshiva University, 
work has already begun on two of 
the M'Bin Center's buildings, in
cluding the Mendel Gottesman 
Library and Science Hall. He also 
indicated that test borings are 
presently being conducted in 
preparation for the construction or 
the Max .Stern Athletic Center this 
fall. 

Plans for the Main Center Mr. Smaley ff. � Further plans for renovation at .He may haft a rtason to smilt.. the Main Center include Rubin 
he would support the proposal on Hall, which would receive a major 
the condition that it "would not facelift, the addition of a furnished 
interfere with the programs of "visitor's suite," and a fresh coat 
Yeshiva College and the Judaic of paint. Lounges and common 
Studies Divisions." areas would be refurbished, and 

The dean insisted that although bath and shower areas would be 
Ro66i Cbrlop 1w__111111o■11en the proposal would be helpful in· rehabilitated. Some of· the same 

tlu,t tu M•:n y,,_,. Proptli,, solving the transportation improvements, including the rcfur-
will aur,o ,,.,,,;or e,_,,,, I• problem, · he would not support bishing of lounges and the 

Slur Intl .,. Strtt11r,, P•gt ,. "any modification of the existing repainting of walls, arc also 
college pr01rims. proposed for Morgenstern Hall. 

"The.�� preparat;ion for ·u� ID Grlta" · Under the plan, the renovation 
t- ... .a-e,--'....,_,.,._Ji·. all� ·. -�. _� .. "-•to .. •-. Or. -Mjcbael o_f �e __ nce HaUwould_inc_lude the 
��uanfns;':ltat,W•'.·t'iiarto: ·11111.· Hectit·; :

°

.-;':cla�. dean of ;y'9hlva,- :instaOati� - nf exterior. liptjng, the 
"and it has taken away a great College and director of lhe student creation -· of additional · faculty 
deal of time from the students' guidance �nter, the Kaplan offices, and other improvements to 
Judaic Studies." proposal "is an attempt to come to ensure better energy conservation. 

Rabbi Charlop added that grips with the existing problem by Work at Furst Hall would include 
each of the three Judaic Studies accomodating the needs of the the refurbishing of the lobby and 
divisions at the college have been students. and enabling . them to louriges, the rehabilitation of the 
affected by this problem; He fulfill their obligations. building's elevator tower, and the 
indicated though, that the Mazer (Continued on Page II, Col. 4) relocation of. various offices. 
Yeshiva Program-which consists of 
over 00% of the student body-"has 
been most severely hurt." 

Special Oass YCSC . • .  Constitutional? 
Another proposal being con

.sidered by · the committee is to 
establish a special Judaic Studies 
class for students in their junior 
year. preparing for the graduate 
entrance exams. Under this 
proposal, students would attend 
the class at times specially 
designated. 

By MARK LEFKOVITZ According to Avi Schneider, 
Recently, questions have been President of Y.C.S.C., "the old 

raised concerning the propriety constitution was not accurate and 
and legality of certain Yeshiva many things , in it were not 
College Student Council actions. applicable ... " "We wanted to make 

Earlier this year, a new Y.C.S.C. it more of a living document." 
constitution was drafted by the . · The process in which the 
Student Counci( in order to update Constitution was drawn up, 
the previous Constitution. - however, has given rise to much 

New Governing Board Otosen; 
Smilchensky Elected Editor 

By JEFF SCHWARTZ 

April 27 At 10:30, the Commentator's. governing board 
. began its deliberation for the selection of a new governing board 
and Editor-in-Chief. Appro,dmately two hours later, it was 
announced that Ben-Zion Smilchensky, former · News and 
·Feature Editor would serve as Editor-in�Chief for the 19.83-1984 . 

I academic year. 
Ben-Zion, a resident of 

Shccpshead . bay in Brooklyn, 
graduated with honors from the 
Yeshiva of Flatbush High School. 
He studied at BMT in Jerusalem 
for one year and is presently in 
Y .P. and an Economics major and 
computer minor heading for 
Business School. 

Whcri asked about his plans r or 
next year Mr. Smilchensky 
replied, "We intend to further 
heighten the already high stan
dards of the Commtntator,with the ( added emphasis on quality in
vestigative reporting and feature 
articles. We also anticipate an 

(Contl11wd Git Pa,t B, Col. 1) Ben-Zion Smllchensky 

criticism. According to sources 
close to Co,nmentator when the 
Student Council formulated the 
new draft, they used the old 
Constitution as a background 
while they rewroie a new Constitu
tion. Changes were not recorded as 
ammendmcnts. Instead, the Coun
cil wrote up a draft based on the 
old Constitution and inserted the 
changes directly into the new text 
without any record of change. 

Some students believe that in 
def ere nee to the existing document, 
the changing of a constitution 
must be effected through the 
adaption or ammendments. 
Moreover, they feel that the 
introduction of changes into the 
new draft without any record is 
questionable. Mr. Schneider, on 
the other hand; points out that 
most people did not even know 
that there was a Constitution until 
last April. "The Constitution was a 
dead document until it sur(accd 
iast April and now a big deal is 
being made of it." He maintains 
that the revision of the Constitu
tion was done in a respectful 
manner. 

Another Student Council issue 
tcoi,1/m,ed on Pait 1', Col. I I 

TIie Vesflfta Ualwenlty Ca111p111 wru lftltfwe a mJor face 11ft. 

Improvements are also planned 
at Tannenbaum and RIETS Hall, 
home to The Marsha Stern 
Talmudical Academy-YU High 
School for Boys and YU's 
affiliated Rabbi lsaac Elchanan 
Theological Seminary, as well as 
the first building erected by the 
institution in Washington Heights. 

Renovation there would involve 
the redesigning of space to provide 
additional room for several depart
ments, including the Cantorial 
Training Institute and to those 
conne1:tcd with the High �hool 

·. i" 

and with RfETS. The plan also 
calls for creation of student lounge 
facilities, the installation· of a new 
roof, the repainting of the entire 
building, and rehabilitation of the 
structure's water and steam supply 
system. 

Y. U. officials are also looking at 
the feasability of improvements at 
the Student-Union Building, which 
would allow for rooftop parking, 
the relocation of student offices, 
and enhanced surroundings for 
the student theatre. 

(Contlnu,d-on Pag� 13, Col. 31 

Dean. of AECOM Resigns 
May 9-Dr. Ephraim Friedman, 

who has served as Vice President 
for Medical Affairs at Yeshiva 
University and as dean of the 
University's Albert Einstein 
College of Medicince (AECOM) 
since 1974, has tendered his 
resignation, effective September I, 
Dr. Norman Lamm, president of 
Yeshiva University announced to
day. 

··. Dr. Epllral111 Friedman 
Dr. Freidman, who is also 

professor of Ophthalmology at 
AECOM, will become president 
and chief executive officer of the replacement. The committee will 
Massachusetts Eye· and Ear lnfir- consist of representatives of the 
mary in Boston, where he served University's constituencies and 
as a resident from 1959 to 1961. Einstein's constituencies, including 

In his letter of resignation to board members, administrators, 
President Lamm, Dr. Friedman senate and faculty members and 
attributed his decision to "a desire other groupings. 
on my part to return to the "Will Be Mlaecl" 
discipline for which I have been fn making the announcement, 
trained and to the institution at President Lamm stated· that, 
which I received my training." "while we can appreciate Dr. 

Committee Search Friedman's desire to rctun to his 
According to sources in the YU first love, the practice of medicine, 

Administration, a University-wide we will mi�s his wise counsel and 
search committee is being formed, his warmth here at Yeshiva 
which will soon undertake "a University." 

· nationwide, if not worldwide An acting dean is expected to be 
search" for Dr. Friedman's named within the next 30 days. 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE ... 
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Conptulatiom 
'Israel Affairs' 

Since its inception in the early months of the 
fall semester, the Israel Affairs Committee , of 
Yeshiva University has consistently provided . 
students with numerous speakers and dis
tinguished statesmen who shared their views 
regarding the complex situation in the Middle 
East. 

Only · one month ago, the Committee 
sponsored a symposium entitled, "Peace in the 
Middle East-A Three Dimensional Perspec
tive," and invited, ' among others, the Egyptian 
Ambassador to the United Nations to partake 
in this forum. 

By · deciding to include the . Egyptian 
Ambassador, the Committee showed great 
initiative, and took a bold step in attempting to 
further student awareness of the . different 
viewpoints embedded among Middle East 
nations. 

This particular event, · as was the ca-se wttb . 
many of the Committee's funtions, was 
conducted in a mature and cordial atmosphere. 
The often blunt exchariges between the 
Egyptian · Ambassador and the students duri'1g 
the question-answer session were both 
provocative and insightful, and were carried out 
in a most respectful .and intellectual manner. As 
a result of proper planning and competent 
organization, each event was · carried out 
smoothly, if not flawlessly. 

Congratula.tions are due to the Committee 
president and board for coordinating these 
events and for bringing these distinguished 
statesmen and their diversified viewpoints to 
·our campus. 

The performance of the year-old committee 
proves that persons who share different views 
from those accepted at Yeshiva Univenity can 
indeed be welcomed · properly here and can · 

, contribute to the intellectual enrichmegt of ·the·· '
student. body. 

Perhaps other already established societies at 
Yeshiva should take example from the 
Committee's impressive accomplishments, in 

· regard to substance, quality and initiative. 

Muel TOV · 
The · Editor-in-Chief and the entire Governing 
Board wish a Mazel Tov to Dr. and Mrs. Jeff 
Gurock on the birth of their son. 

The Editor-in-Chief and the entire Governing 
Board salute Lt. Colonel Robert Marmol'stein 
for his boundless efforts and devotion towards 
Yeshiva University in his 14 years of- service. 
We wish him all the best upon his retirement 
and .much success in his future endeavors. 
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Bring 
Kaplans Uptown 

Commuting downtown is an integral part of 
almost every Yeshiva College Junior's .. life. 
Whether it be for the �CA TS or the LSA TS, 
many Yeshiva stude"ts study at Kapla"'s 
Educational center on a bi-weekly, often daily 
basis. This · creates a serious problem with 
regard to student attendance in Judaic . studies 
courses. During · this period, the typical 
Kaplan's-goer spends much of . his morning 
either en-route or in Kaplan's. 

The University appointed a committee to deal 
with this problem. The committee consists of 
administration; · Roshei Yeshiva, and faculty 
members. Two proposals have been offered to 
alleviate the situation. The first, which we find 
to be unacceptable, is the institution of special 
shiurim to be given at times convenie,it for the 
stu�ents atte.nding Kaplan's. It should be self-

. evident that such �. program would only 
fragment .the student body while accord�g 
Jewish studies a subserviant role. 

The second proposal involves the opening of 
a Kaplan's branch on the Yeshiva College· 
campus. The opening of this branch would save 
the students much time and money spent in 
commuting to and from Kaplan's. The proposal 
would also enable the students to frequently 
utilize the Kaplan facilities at different times· 
during the day and for shorter perids of time. 
This would make it easier for students to attend 
their Judaic studies courses. It is for these 
reasons that we strongly support the latter 
proposal. 

. Comings � 'Goiv 
It is with wholehearted optimism that we take 

this opportunity to congratulate the newly 
elected members of all four student councils, the· 
four newly appointed student senators, and the 
new governing boards of the other school 
publications. We truly_ hope that they will live 
up to the great expectations of the student body 
by striving creatively and diliaently toward 
fulfillment of their new responsibilities. 

With , graduation rapidly approachin1, we 
would also like to wish our best to alt those 
who will be leaving Yeshiva at the end of the 
school year. May the future see fulfillment of 
their brightest hopes and bring success to their 
endeavors. Hopefully they will recall only the 
fondest of memories of tlieir stay at Yeshiva. 

Lastly, we wish the student body, administra
tion, faculty, and the entire Yeshiva community 
a very restful and pleasant summer and a Ketiva 
Va'chatima Tovah. 

The Editor-in-Chief and the entire Governing 
Board extend heartfelt condolences to Larry 
Wachsman on the tragic passing of his father, 
Joseph 8. Wachsman. HaMakom Yenachem 
Etchem B'Toch Sha'ar Aveilay Tzron 
V'Yen,.,halayim. 

Letters. To The .Editor · · 11 
Salary Increase 

To lie fAtor: 
This letter concerns a subject 

that not only administrators but 
also students are disinclined to 
approach sympathetical l y .  
NcYerthelcss, I am impelled once 
apin to introduce the pressing 
qucation of f acuity salaries and the 
grandiose but hollow promrscs that 
have been offered to the faculty in 
lieu of money. The President 
himself has publicly described the 
inadequacy of the salary scales of 
the faculties of the undergraduate 
colleges, plcdgi ng a vaunted 
.. quantum leap," but that, too, 
now seems to ha vc been no more 
than an expedient rhetorical 
dcvi� . .  The plain truth is that 

paying the faculty a living wage is 
not as important consideration to 
the administration. 

There is money available for 
partitioning offices in the Science 
Building; money for a glossy, self
congratulatory anriual report · 
lauding the achievement of the 
University in m�ting its debt, a 
report so visibly expensive to 
produce that it. stands as· an 
emblem of fiscal solvency and 
stability. There is talk of videotap
ing activities throughout the 
University as part of a lavish 
public relations campaign, and it 
would seem that the Admissions 
Office has a budget so large that 
they cannot spend it. But there is 
no money for the faculty under 

· any circumstances, even . though 
low faculty salaries and consequent 
battered faculty morale were 

among the reasons the University 
was denied a chapter by Phi Beta 
Kappa, whose visiting team was, at 
the same time, struck by the 
remarkable loyalty. shown by the 
faculty . to. this institution. The 

(Continutd on pagt ii. Col. I J 

Disinterested 

religious accountants. However, 
events pertaining to Zionism, 
Religion, and Jewish affairs arc 
events that effect us all and should 
be attended by everyone. 

Tuesday May 10th, at 10:30 
P.M. in the Rubin Shut an event 
was sponscred by TAGAR, the on
campus 2.ionist movement. This. 
was the first major event held by 
the Y.U. chapter. It featured as its 

To The Eclleor: guest speaker Mitch Chupik, the 
I, as a student of Yeshiva National director of Sether Zionist 

Colle� and ·as a Zionist Activist, youth. The topi� of discussion was 
would like to address the disease the role of the Yeshiva Students in 
that plagues our student body - Israeli politics today. Though the 
Apathy. As it is . known most Medrash says "Kol · Hatcholot 
events held here in Yeshiva arc Ka.mot", "all beginnings arc dif
found to have a minimum par- ficult," TAGAR was dealt an 
ticipation of the stud�nt body. One embarassing blow, Out of a 
might justi fy this fact by saying student body of over 800, atten
that not everyone is interested in · dance was a shocking 25 . Most 
the economics society's forum on surprising was the "no shows" on 

the part of the outgoing and 
incoming student council. 

(Contl""td on pagt /1, Col. 1/ 

Secular Music 

To The &Utor: 
Picture the following scene: Joe 

Q. Yeshiva, one of the mote 
religious students at Yeshiv� 
University, has a tough halachic 
question to ask. As Joe has a lot of 
connections within the religious 
community, he's able to secure an 
appointment with Rav Moshe 
Feinstein to discuss the matter. 

The time comes for his appoint
ment and Joe is led into Rabbi 
Feinstein's room. He walks in and 
finds Rabbi Feinstein listening to a 
radio. But what's that song he's 

(Continued on Page 13. Col. I I  
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OP-ED 

A Poignant Vie� 

By Voel Moskowitz I did as I was told, only to find 
The following incident is fictitou.t as scorpion's hands were handcuffed 
are the characters portrayed in it. to his chair. 
An.v .timilaritil!s to real na'l'es are "When do the cuffs come ofT 
pure�v coincidental. This story was sir," I asked. "Next semester." 
written to make a point and io hurt "But sir . . . . .  I began to argue, only 
no one. to be interrupted by the scorpion 
Feeling lost as a freshman and who said, "vou'II have to learn to 
pondering what to do about my accept this, ks going to happen to 
schedule, I decided to consult with vou alot in the future." 
scorpion. "Your scorpness,"•I said · I began to cry and say dumb 
with a freshman's awe, "I'd ,ike to things like, "I'll even take Pretzel, 
buzz out, with your permis4on of - just let me switch, please!" 
course sir." "Sorry," said scC,rpion Sµddenly, the cuffs were off', and 
with a grin as puffed wildly on his before I knew it I was registered in 
bong. "You are too advanced for Pretzel's class". 
that - I think you would like "All the better, it will be like 
Whitey." "But Whitey's too dif- private tutoring." "But sir, I'll 
ticult sir,. I'd like to take Buzzy." have to go to class . . . . . . .  " "Splen-
"No," was the sharp reply. "Willy did, splendid," he said, you've 
then sir." "No, he snapped once made a wise choice, your father 
again. will be proud of you." 
I was getting upset, everybody else "Please sir, anything but pret-
Buzzy's out .why can't I? . zel," I cried. "That's it son, its 

"Because you're easy," said my been decided, now off to . class." 
friend, "You have to stand tough, Needless to say, I did as I was 
tell him what you want, don't told still trying to absorb the 
request it, he's really soft as events of the past couple of weeks.  
cream." "Ha Ha," said my friend, "you've 
"Sir I am taking Buzzy or Willy," really done it now." ••1 guess it 
I demanded, "It's my schedule and can't be that bad," I retorted, "Do 
I've a right to choose." .. Try you know why he has only one 
Whitey for two weeks, If you don't student in his class?" "No, I 
like him I'll switch you out." answered honestly, I still didn't 

"O.K. fair enough," I replied. learn the ropes yet." 
Shouldn't .have done that," said ••1t•s because he hasn't passed 

my friend. "Why?" "Because his anyone since 1968," my friend 
. hands go into cuffs in two weeks." informed me. 
"What?" I asked. "You•u · see," . "And how'd he get that one 
came the drawn reply. student?" I asked. "You're not the 

Well, my two weeks were up and only gullible one in the school,". 
I , .had to get out, Whitey was was the answer. 
brilliant .but he was ·prone to tits of · That made me feel a bit better 
Schizophrenia while teaching; at least I was not alone. But soon I 
besides, he speaks too fast. - learned the real reason for Pretzel's 

"Well sir my two weeks are up, stiffness, some joker once wrote an 
Whitey's not for me and I'd like to article in the Commentator, 
Buzzy out." "Sorry, I can't help ridiculing his class, that upset him 
you." "Why not sir?" "Well son, and now he's no longer Mr. Nice 
do you see my hands?" .. Yes sir, Guy. The pieces suddenly began to 
They're on the arm rests of your fall into place: Instructions were 
chair." "Well come here and lift beginning to become serious, and 
up the sleeves of my Jacket." the escape routes were becoming · narrower - it was left to us the 

students to prove that we can do 
it. Apparently there is a lot to 
learn here at. . . . . .  

An Awakening Experience 
ly EDWARD FINKELSTEIN 
A few weeks ago I had a free 

afternoon. I tried to read a book 
but my mind wasn't on it. I had 
some schoolwork that could've 
been done but I really wasn't in 
the mood to study. 

.. What can I do?" I thought to 
myself: I got out of my desk chair 
and walked over to the window. 
W�ile looking at the "G.W." 
bridge I was hit wit ha strange 
idea. "I know" I said to myself 
"I'll go take a walk around the 
neighborhood," with my mind 
seemingly made up, I quickly 
grabbed my jacket and headed 
downstairs. I would not be honest 
if I didn't tell you that I was a bit 
apprehensive. All those stories 
about swim teams getting robbed 
or "dangerous natives" began to 
run- through my head . 

But my sense of advent u re 
proved too strong for my second 
throughts. As I crossed over to the 
"other" side of Audobom Ave I 

, ,, 
marvled at how much easier it is to 
walk when you're not walking with 
a week's worth of dirty laundry. 

After crossing the . street I 
encountered three little girls play
ing with a jump rope. Moving on I 
saw young women strolling with 
baby carriages and white haired 
elders sitting on folding chairs or 
stoops trading gossip. I passed by 
candy shops, groceries, clothes 
stores and a couple of bars. 

Busboys were taking garbage out 
from the back of a restaruant and 
young denimeclad · couples walked 
arm in arm. I even found a kosher 
butcher shop on 1 8 1  st Street. 

The afternoon passed quickly. 
Before I knew it the sun was 
dissapcaring behind the high risers 
i n  Jersev. So I headed back to the 
dorm. a·nd thus the trip had ended . 
"You know," I thought "the 
streets are l i t tered hut the sanita
t i o n  d e pa r t m e n t  c o l l e c t s 
everywhere ." 

Now when I look 'JUt of the 
window and sec the "G.W. Bridge, 
I also notice the many apartments 
in between . 
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Israel Affairs Committee 
Sponsors Three Dimensional Series 

.f:ayptlan Amha•dor 
Amre M. Moussa 

April 25-Close to 200 students 
filled Belfer Commons at Yeshiva 
University tonight to hear the 
Egyptian Ambassador' to the 
United Nations call for "a lasting 
peace in the Middle East," and "a 
comprehensive settlement between 
Israel,Egypt,and its neighbors." 

"No Easy Solutions" 
Ambassador Amre M .  Moussa, 

flanked by an Egyptian, an 
American, and an Israeli flag at his 
sides, said that "while the issues 
aren't simple and the solution isn't 
easy, not all parties have done 
their best to resolve the problems 
in the Middle East." 

"Egypt and Israel are ancient 
peoples," he continued, .. but we 
are both engaged in making 
history now; we are. making 
peace." 

3-D perspective 
The Evening's program, spon

sored by the Israel Affairs Com
mittee of Yeshiva University, was 
the first installment of a three-part 
forum entitled,"Peace in the 
Middle East-A Three· Dimensional 
Perspective." 

M r .  C a r l  G e r s h m a n ,  
representing the U.S. delegation to 
the United Nations, and Israeli 
Ambassador Yehuda Z. Blum, 
were also participants in the series. 

Ambassador Moussa was in
troduced by Dr. Israel Miller, 
Senior Vice President of Yeshiva 
University, who said that "we, of 
Jewish tradition, stand with dignity 
in search for peace, and recognize 
that much of what we do is 
dependent upon what our 
neighbors do." 

Ambassador Moussa later 
"begged to differ" with Dr. 
Miller's statement, maintaining 
that any positive action to be 
taken in  the Middle East "is 
dependent on all parties,"he 
said,  "not just on Israel 's 

(Continued on Page /J, Col. JJ 

By PHILIP MACHLIN 
April 27 - Mr. Carl Gershman, 

senior counselor to the U.S. 
A m b a s s a d o r  J e a n n e  J .  
Kirkpatrick, addressed a large 
audience of students from· Stern 
College and Yeshiva College 
tonight. The event was the second 
in a series of 3 lectures entitled, 
"Peace in the Middle East- A 
Three · Dimensional Perspective," 
presented by the Israel Affairs 
Committee. 

The evening began with opening 
remarks from Ephraim D. Zayat, 
President of the Israel Affairs 
Committee. He was then followed 
by Dr. Israel Miller and Meyer 
Muschel, executive director of the 
Israel Affairs committee, who 
thanked Ambassador Kirkpatrick 
and her staff for their support of 
Israel. 

Senior Counselor Carl Gershman 

Mr. Gershman, a graduate of 
Yale University and the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education, 
opened the lecture with an 
appraisal of the current situation 
in the United Nations. "The U .N. 
is perceived as basically anti
democratic, supported and 
dominated by an anti-democratic 
majority" Gershman purported. 
He added that the voting process 
in the General Assembly is 
controlled by the black third world 
voting bloc, the Soviet bloc and 
non-aligned nations - all of whom 
are anti-U.S. and anti-Israel. 

"Israel," Gershman indicated, 
' "Is the only state which the U .N. 
has called 'not peace-loving' while 
South Africa, which is often 
criticized, has never been called 
this." Gershman further suggested 
that this is the first step in 
delegitimizing Israel, paving the 
way for its expulsion and eventual 
elimination from the U.N. 

During the ensuing question and 
answer period, Gershman was 
ask!i4.,.;1bout the benefits Israel had 

(Continued on Page IJ, Col. 2/ 
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Israeli Ambassador Vehuda z. Blum 

Bv NEAL DUBLINSKY 
May '4. A normally taxing order 

of business turned into a gratifying 
experience tonight for the 
honorable Yehudah Z. · Blum, 
Israeli Ambassador to the United 
Nations, as he addressed an 
appreciative audience of Yeshiva 
College students assembled in 
Room SOI of Furst Hall. The 
Speech was the finale of a three
part lecture series sponsored by the 
Israel Affairs Committee in the 
hope of broadening student 
awareness of the range of issues 
concerning Israel. 

By way of introduction, Rabbi 
Israel Miller, Vice-President of 
Student Affairs, cited a recent 
editorial appearing in the Wall 
Street Journal which described the 
UN's failure to restore peace in 
Lebanon, as well as that body's 
general underhandedness. He then 
extolled Ambassador Blum's un
faltering stance throughout his five 
year tenure as the Israeli represen
tative to the U.N. 

Casually attired in a light gray 
suit, Blum established an im
mediate rapport with his audience 
by dint of an occasional humorous 
reference and through h is  
straightforward delivery. He 
speaks an impeccable English 
betraying traces of his native 
Czechoslovakian accent as well as 
an occasional British pronuncia
tion. An internationally recognized 
legal scholar, Blum delivered a 
message smacked of solid fact 
presentation and concise argumen
tation. The ambassador suffered 
the horrors• of Bergen-Belsen, 
perhaps accounting for his 
resoluteness. 

Blum opened the lecture by 
detailing the inordinate amount of 
attention accorded the Arab-Israeli 
conflict at the U .N ., even at the 
expense of more pressing issues. 49 
out of the 88 Security Council 
meetings held last year dealt with 

(Continued on Page 12, Col. 4/ 

Professor Louis Henkin Addresses 
Poli Sci Society On Human Rights 

May 23 - Prof. Louis Henkin, 
Distinguished University Professor 
at Columbia, spoke to some 85 

. students.administration and faculty 
members tonight at Yeshiva 
University's Poli tical Science 
Society Reception. 

Professor Henkin, a Yeshiva 
College alumnus, was the keynote 
speaker of the evening, and spoke 
on the topic "Human Rights and 
American Foreign Policy." 

Mr. Mordcchai Twersky. who 
was inaugurated as next year's 
society president of Yeshiva 
Col lege .  i n ducted Professor 
Henk in  as an  honorary l i fe 
member of the Society, and called 
hirn "a man who truly . exemplifies 
the concept of Torah and Chcsed 
- in . the Henkin tradition ." 

Professor Hcnk in's father was 
the renowned Torah Scholar, 

tz;ddik and posek. HaRav Yosef 
Eliyahu Henkin, Zt'I. 

Professor Henkin was commen
ded him "for his most outstanding 
achievements." 

Yeshiva Universitv leaders in 
attendance included · Dr. Norman 
Lamm,  President of Yeshiva 
University: Dr. fsrael Miller, 
Senior Vice President: Dr. Egon 
Brenner, Executive Vice President .  

Other Y .U .  officials at the affa i r  
were Dean Norman Rosenfeld of 
Yesh iva College : Dr. M ichael 
Hct.:ht ;\ssoci ate DL·an :  Dean 
Karen Bat.:nn. Stern Coflcgc for 
Women:  Rahhi Jacoh ll:i h i ,{owitz. 
dean of Undergraduate Jewish 
St udies. Y .U  .. in addi tion to the 
ent ire faculty of the Pol i t ical 
Science Dcr,u rtmcn t .  

/ . . 

r, , ,�. · · � ·'- -
Prof. Louis lll'nkin (wcond 

from ll'fl ), is shown standing 
with Ur. :"lorman Lamm, Pn•,i
dl'11I of Yl•shiia t :nhl·rsih·, and 
Dr. Isral'I \l illl"r, Scnio; \' il'l" 
Prl',idl'nt /for right /. 

At ll·ft i s  '.\Ir. \lordrchai 
Twl•rsk� , l'n·sidl·nt of lhl· 
Polit ical Scil'IICl' Sodl'I � .  who 
ptl'Sl'llll'd l'rofrssor I ll·nkin l' i th 
a lifl• ml•mhl'rship pl:1q11l'. 
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MYP Undergoes'Changes Accounting Program At YU: 
Bv MORDECHAI TWERSKY 

The Mazer Yeshi;a Program of Yeshiva University (MVP) · will 
undergo major changes next fall in regard to Shiur level and structure, 
Rabbi Zevulun Charlop, director of the program, told the 
Commentator in· an exclusive interview. 

A Flourishing Major 

Under the new changes, which 
were disclosed by Rabbi Charlop 
after a series of deliberations with 
Dr. Norman Lamm, President of 
Yeshiva University, the first year 
shiurim (Talmud classes) will · be. 
given by Rabbi H. Reichman, · Rabbi M. Willig, and Rabbi S. 
Drillman: 

;The second year shiur will be 
taught by Rabbi N. Alpert; 

Third year shiurim will be given 
by Rabbi A. Bronspigel, Rabbi J. 
G i nsberg, and  Rabbi Z .  
Shussheim: · 

Fourth year classes will be 
taught by Rabbi J. Parnes, Rabbi 
H. Shachter, and Rabbi G. 
Yankelewitz. 

Rabbi Aaron Kahn, the assis
tant for many years to Rabbi J .8. 
Soloveitchik, and who has taught 
the twice weekly chulin shiur,will 
be ·added to the regular roster of 
Roshei Yeshiva and will teach a 
fourth year shiur. 

Rabbi P. Paretsky and Rabbi S. 
Romm will now be teaching 
regular RIETS shiurim. In addi
tion, Rabbi Moses Tendler will be 
freed from most of his college 
responsibilities so that he can . 
devote himself more fully to his 
shiur. 

Grater FleidWUty 
According . to Rabbi _ Charlop, 

·the new structuring of the shiurim 
"will at once give MYP and 
JU� students greatc� flexibility 
and . choice in · terms' . of shiur 
selection and acquence." He added 
that the Muer Yeshiva Pl'o,ram 
will be "greatly strengthened" as a 
result. 

Rabbi Charlop indicated that 
..lhe fourth year classes will be 
desisnated as "RIETS-MYP 
shiurim," thereby enabling stu• 
dents to receive semicha residence 
credit. The classes will also follow 
the MVP. schedule and Masechet. 

• ... Ze ..... Oarlop 
DIIJdor, MVP Alld RIETS 

By JEFf KERN 
Prior to 1979, an accounting 

major at Yeshiva College was non
existent. Yeshiva offered only 
elementary and intermediate ac
counting courses, and studeents 
interested in · the subject were 
forced to seek their education 
elsewhere. 

But in 1979.- with the appoint
ment or Dr. Norman Schlessberg 
to head the accounting department, 
students soon round themselves 
choosing from a wider range or 
courses. Within two years, five 
advanced accounting courses were 
added to the Yeshiva 'College 
curriculum, and finally, in June of 
1 98 1 ,  Yesh iva Un ivers i ty  
graduated its first group of 
accounting majors. "Accounting 
today is . the way law was thirty 
years ago," . Dr. Schlessberg 

IBC Additions 
Rabbi Jacob Rabinowitz, dean of Undergraduate Studies at Yeshiva 

Univers_ity• and dean or the Isaac Breuer College, has announced the 
rollowing changes at IBC 1for- the coming semester: · 

An additional shiur will be formed in place of Rabbi Simcha Krauss, 
who will be leaving at the conclusion of the term. 

Dr. Mordechai Pechter, a tenured senior lecturer on sabbatical from 
Hebrew University in Israel, will teach at IBC and at Yeshiva 
University's Bernard Revel Graduate Schoold (BRGS). Dr. Pechter, 
who received his Ph.D. from Hebrew University, will teach 
"Introduction to _Kaballah" in the fall, and "The Philosophy ·of Rav 
Kook" the following semester. 

Dean Rabinowitz · also indicated that Dr. Leo Landman, dean of 
BRGS·, will teach a coune at 18C this fall entitled, "the second Temple 

'Period," ,and in the spring he will teach "The History of Anti� 
Semitism." 

JSS 1983 - -,84 . 
Miiy 12-Rabbi Benjamin Yudin, director of the James Striar School 

for Jewish Studies at Yeshiva Univenity, told COIPUMntator today that 
JSS students may expect the attendance rules to be "strictly enforced" 
this fall. . 

Rabbi Yudin also indicated that the existing schedule at JSS will be 
maintain� for next fall, and that ·he was "extRmely encouraged'� by 
the success of the monthly Rosh Chodesh ·gatherings held this year. He' 
said that he intends to continue the monthly Clu,gigot for the coming 
year. 

Rabbi leek Noah· Borenstein zt't 

A Torah Scholar P� Away At 74 
. By DANIEL ROSENTHAL _. told him tha( Rabbi Borenstein \ proud of the fact that I was zochelr 

pronounced, his face glowing with 
enthusiasm - and energy . as he 
spoke. "It is the profession to be 
in." 

But the accounting program at 
Yeshiva does not only pride itself 
on its intensive sixty credit major. 
It boasts an impressive accounting 
society as well. The society, under 
the auspices of Dr. Schlessberg and 
seniors Daniel Krombach and Jake 
Bernstein, has, • throughout the 
year, offered the student body a 
realistic view or accounting both 
through speakers as well as · 
through actual experience. 

According to students, the 
enormous strides. taken by the 
department over the recent years 
are directly attributable to the 
department head. The . students 
point to Dr. Schlessberg with pride 
and affection, and regard him 
highly. As one student said: "He's 
an invaluable asset to · Yeshiv_a 
University." · In fact, Dr. 
Schlessberg was recently honored 
by this year's graduating class, as it 
elected · him Senior Professor - a 
title awarded at graduation to the 
year's most outstanding mentor. 

One ·student summed up · the 
situation quite well when Dr. 
Schlessberg greeted him,at a recent 
accounting society event. "Daron, 
yol.\ look the way a prosperous 
accountant should look," Dr. 
Schtessberg called out. "Well sure 
I do," came- , · the reply. "You 
trained me." 

Over the past year, the society 
has invited s�kers to describe the 
various facets of tlte accounting 
profession as they arise in a daily 
situation. Most recently; on May 

· 10, an alumni symposium was held 
in which six Yeshiva College 
alumni returned · to their alma 
mater to describe for the un
dergraduates their everyday ex
periences as "religious accoun
tants." In addition, the accounting 
society participated in a volunteer 
program. where .students helped fill 
out tax forms for poor people in 
the area. This volunteer service, 
while helping the less fortuaate 

· neighbors, provided the $tudents 
· with a first-hand experience of just 
one of' thc accounting profession's 
many aspects . 

Yet another manner through 
which employment - seeking is 
facilitated, is the annual ac-

-counting dinner, scheduled this 
year -for May 26, at La Difference. 
According to Dr. Schlessberg, the 
dinner was first held in 198 1  for, 
primarily, two re11sons. Many 
accounting . firms ftl'e unaware 
that an accounting major had been 
initiated at Yeshiva, and dinner 
invitations were · one way of 
informing them about the growing 
program. Moreover, as Dr. 
Schlessberg, who also teaches at 
Stem, put it: "It was a great way 
for the companies to meet the boys 
and girls." Last year, student 
attendance at the dinner grew from 
the '8 1 count of sixty, to a total of 
one hundred and twenty students, . 
while the number of firms 
represented at the dinner climbed 
from six to fourteen. Current 
estimates predict an even greater 
turnout for the approaching din
ner, with over . one hundred and 
fifty students expected and mem
bers of nineteen companies 
anticipated. 

The true succ:ess of the �owing 
department, · however, is renected 
in the percentage of accounting 
graduates that have received jobs 
since they left Yeshiva College; 
with Dr. Schlessberg's arrival at 
Yeshiva two years ago, not a single 
accounting graduate has remained 
unemployed. This statistic: is no 
accident. Each year the accounting 
department invites recruiters to 
conduct on-campus interviews wjth 
every student oli an individual 
basis. In addition the students' 
re:.sumes are printed and mailed to 
firms that do not participate in the 
campus recruitment. 

MORDECHAI TWERSKY was "one of the five best talmidei (privileged) to be his son." 
Close to 800 ·Roshei Yeshiva and chachamim in all of Lithuania, and Rabbi Borenstein also men-

talmidim filled Yeshiva Universi- Lithuania, Poland." .. tioned that the 500 blatt which his 
ty's Lamport Auditorium on April · · · rather had memorized for the 
19, for funeral services f<1r Rabbi contest included the tractates of 
leek Noah, Borenstein zt'I, a Rosh Baba Kamma, Baba Metzyia, 

Middle States' Visit Called 
Successful By YU Official 

Yeshiva on the faculty of the Baba Bathra, and all of Ketubus. 
Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological "Rabbi Borenstein zt'I often 
Seminary (RIETS) for nearly 40 expressed great . pride with the 
years . . He was 74 years old. . measure of lumdus he · found here 

Rabbi Borenstein was con- at the Yeshiva," Rabbi Charlop 
sidered to be one of the most said. "He found it equal to 

brilliant torah scholars of his anything he knew." 
generation, and was eulogized by . The funeral was attended by the 
Rabbi Zevulun Charlop, director . Rav - Rabbi J.B. Soloveitchik, 
of RIETS as a "a talmid chacham, and, by DI'. Norm�n Lamm, 
a gentleman, and fervent supporter Pre,ident of Yeshiva University, as 
of the yeshiva." well as .bY all of the Roshei 

Other distinguished Roshei .Yeshiva of the University. 
Yeshiva who spokt at the funeral Rabbi Borenstein was born in 
service included Rabbi Dovid · Rabbi Charlop also told a story Poland in 1909, and was one of 
Lifshitz, a Rosh Yeshiva from about Rabbi Borenstein, who hid more than 400 students, faculty 
Yeshiva University; Rabbi Shmuel panicipated in a contes� where he members and Rabbis · from Mir 
Birnbaum, Rosh Yeshiva of Mir; learned SOO blatt (pages) of Yeshiva who escaped Nazi per
and Rabbi 'Binyomin . Zeilberger, Gemorah, Rashi� and Tosafoth. secution at the beginning of World 
Rosh Yeshiva of. Deis Hatalmud. He received a priu of 500 War II by making a long journey 

Considered to be one of the very American Dollars for his accom- across Lithuania, through Russia 
outstanding talmidim of the Mir plishrnent. and Siberia to Kovne, · to Japan 
Yahi�a. Rabbi Borenstein later Rabbi Shmuel Borenstein, a and finally to Shanghai, China. 
learned with the Brisker Rav, Rosh Yeshiva at Yeshiva Universi- Rabbi Borenstein left Shanghai 
Rabbi Velvel Soloveitchilt zt'I, in ty High School, spoke m.>vingly of in 1940 and went to Cana.da where 
Brisk. his father, ,eying that "in addition he helped to establish a yeshiva in 

Rabbi Charlop said in his to being ari oulltandins ta I mid · Montreal before coming to the 
addreu that when he visited Janel chacham, my father zt'l . was an United _Sta�es in 1941 .  He served 
as a teenager, Rabbi Velvet, zt'I, exceftent husband and rather. I am (CotttlflWtl °" Po,t IJ, Col. I J 

Dr. Ep ._,, 
Extt•d� nu PrtlUnt 

By 'PHILLIP LEDEREICH and 
MORDECHAI TWERSKY 

A two - m e m be r  t e a m  
representing . the Middle States 
Association of Colleges and 
Schools conducted an evaluation 
or the study abroad programs in 
Israel this month. The team, which 

. included in its academic review all 
of the Israeli programs under 
Yeshiva UniYCnity auspices, was 
accompanied by Dr. Egon Bren
ner, Executive Vice Pre·sident of 
Y.U. 

Visitors urinpressed" 
"I believe the visit went well," 

Dr. Brenner told the Commentator 

in a recent interview. "The two 
visitors saw a cross-section of what 
our _students do, and looked at 
their achievements," he said. "I 
believe that they were favorably 
impressed with the serious nature 
with which our students pursue 
their learning and studies." · 

The team also met with faculty, 
discussed curricula, and looked at 
examinations. 

The Middle States represen• 
tatives were Dr. Margaret Matson, 
Professor Emeritus or Social 
Welfare at Penn. State University, 
who toured the women's yeshivot, 
and Dr. Samuel Lachs, Professor 
of the History of Religion at Dry 
Mawr, who toured the men's 
yeshivot. 

According to Dr. Brenner, both 
representatives will soon render 
their reports to the Commission of 
Higher Education (the collegiate 
component of the Middle States 

(Continu;d on Pagt /J, Col. I I 
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New Appointments Call It Fme Wmes 
_______________________ B.v CHAIM VORDUCHT ___ _ 

Yeshiva · Univeristy · officials have appointed three new faculty 
members for the 1983- 1 984 academic year, Dr. Egon Brenner,: Executive 
Vice President of Yeshiva University has announced. 

Dr. W!lllam Lamborn Lee, presently an instructor at Harvard, has 
been appointed Assistant Professor of English at yeshiva College, and 
will teach sections in English Composition and Literature. 

Dr. Lee, who received his B.A. from Oxford University in 197 1  and 
his Ph.D. from Yale in 1 980, will also teach an additional course this 
fall ent�tled, "Literary Criticism." 

Dr. Dnfd Shatz, a Yeshiva College alumnus Summa Cum Laude in 
1969, and a graduate of the Rabbi Yitzchak Elchanan Theological 
Seminary (RIETS), an affiliate of Yeshiva University, has been appointed 
Associate Professor of Philosophy. 

An Assistant Professor of Philosophy and the History of Ideas at 
Brandeis in 1981 , Dr. Sh.atz received an M.S .  degree in Jewish 
Philosophy from Yeshiva University's Bernard Revel Graduate School 
in 1972, and his M.A. i n  J>hilosophy from New York University that 
same year. He earned his Ph.D. from Columbia in 1977. 

In addition to teaching two courses at the Stern College for Women 
and a course at Yeshiva College this fall, Dr. Shatz will serve as 
"mentor" of the Max Stern scholars . for their cultural enrichment. 

Ms. Kathleen Ann Nolan has been appointed Laboratory Instructor of 
Biology. Ms. Nolan, a Biology lab technician at Yeshiva College from 
1979- 198 1 ,  will teach and assume responsibility for the laboratory 
component of the "Elementary Biology" courses. 

Ms. Nolan earn�d her 8.S. degree from Northeastern University in 
1979, and will rea:ive the M.A. degree in Biology from the City College 
of New York this coming June. 

Dr. Norman .Rosenfeld, dean of Yeshiva College, indicated that 
Administration officials are in the process of deciding among several 
candidates who will teach Elementary Biology next fall . 

Dr. Moses Tcndler, Professor of Biology at Yeshiva College, has 
decided not to teach "Elementary Biology" next year, and will 
concentrate his efforts as a Talmud instructor at RIETS. 

There are many grave problems 
facing the orthodox Jewish Com
munity today . Among them are a 
high rate of assimilation and 
intermarriage, high rate of divorce 
and a general declining Yeshiva 
enrolln:ient. Among all these major 
problems some of the smaller ones 

· seem to get lost in the shuffle. 
One of the more prominent of 

these 'Lesser problems' is the lack 
of line kosher Cuisine in general, 
and kosher wine in particular. 
Admittedly. strides are being made 
in the area of fine kosher food. We 
cannot expect to ever be able to 
dine on the real gourmet delicasies. 
After all, frogs legs and escargot, 
no matter how well prepared, will 
never be kosher. 

However. there is no religious 
reason why there should be so few 
good kosher wines. There may be 
a • number of causes for the 
widespread state of ignorance in 
the orthodox community about 
quality wines. First there is · 
obviously some connection bet, 
ween the sugar industry and the 
kosher wine companies. It is this 
unholy alliance that has convinced 

Summer Tuition 
Hike 

I 
By HOWARD T. KOSIG 

l 
The tuition rate for summer 

courses at Y.U. under the new 
Just Thought We'd Mention tuition guidlines enacted by the 

Y ,U . Board of Trustees, is being 
-------------------------- raised. According to Mr. Neil 

The Governing Board of Commentator has decided to drop its libel 
lawsuit against Tlte Observer, the _official student publication of the 
Stern College for Women. 

In ari open letter to the editor of Tlte Observer., dated April 25, the 
board of Commentator said that it "regrets any cmbarassment this 
incident may have caused .. · . . ," and hopes "that this incident will be 
forgotten and the animosity between the two papers will be dispelled, so 
that both undergraduate publications may continue serving the student • 
body as a for11m for exchange of ideas." 

The letter also indicated that had the Observer "consulted with the 
Goverriing1toard for a response before publishing their editorial and 
been more precise in the formulation of their charges, the entire 
misunderstanding might have been avoided." 

Harns of the Office of Student 
Finances, this rise is proportionate 
to the recent yearly tuition hike. 
The price · per credit breaks down 
to exactly the same as t�e price per 
credit during the norinal school 
year. As for why the price per 
credit has gone up, an earlier 
Commentator article reported that 
the tuition rise "stems largely from 
higher costs of repairs and 
maintenance" and from "higher 
staff salaries." 

Look�ng Back And Reminiscing 

Yeshiva. what a place. Look problem much the way a child (or a 
around, and you'll find that all is grown-up more likely) has lost sleep 
as you might have expected it to be while attempting to figure out the 
around this time of year. The "Rubiks Cube." Those who have 
Belfer  bulge is active again with struggled to find an appropriate 
bricks falling left and right. The meaning for Torah U'Mada may 
Curriculum Committee has still not have reached a conclusion, or 
not decided what to decide about. may have searched for guidance, 
And of course, with graduation yet undoubtedly gained by their 
almost upon us, the Y.U. garden- th�ught - provoking search for 
ing squad will agin attempt to an answer. 
transplant the Botanical Gardens , Y.U. is a challenge. It tests the 
to Danciger "Campus." student, the individual. So much 

This time of year also provides so, that it probably surpasses 
readers with the opportunity to. anything that one might have 
read those classical "good-bye" encountered to this point. The 
columns that senior's misuse · to student must somehow incorporate 
thank everyone including their pet two distinct persuasions; Torah 
hamster. If this is the case, I'll and secular knowledge, and must 
probably disappoint you since I always keep in mind the uoderlying 
don't have a hamster. · importance of Judaism in all his 

To understand Yeshiva is studies. 
equivalent to having mastered the To those students, who to this 
"Rubiks Cube" before the ex- point have not grappled with this 
planatory book was published. The inherent reality; the challenge 
"Rubiks Cube" demands extreme awaits them. There is no doubt 
concentration during the turning that each and every student must 
and twisting process. Few manage seize the moment and arrive at an 
·to pinpoint the exact sr,ot each understanding how those two 
square was in when it still persuasions will eff�ct _him, and t_o 
remained i n  its original package. what degree they will influence his 
Through the contortions and everyday life the moment he leaves · 
struggle to solve it ,  one will the university. 
inevitahlv master the · intriguing One must also recognize the 
puzzle ·and reach the desi red wealth of knowledge here at 
conclusion. Yeshiva. Students who are 

Yeshiva, helieve it or not is letha rgic will simply miss the 
much the same . Many have opportunity to challenge, to ques
attempted to twist and contort the lion, and to think. Please don't 
"svnlhc�i," approach of Torah misunderstand me: everyone has 
u·Mada and have grappled with the undouhtedly gained and learned at 

By LARRY GREENMAN 
Yeshiva, though it is only those 
who yearned to understand, and 
develop a sense of direction while 
at the University, who met the 
challenge head on. 

Many of the members of faculty 
have attempted not only to teach 
their particular course well, but in 
addition, have intertwined a Jewish 
approach o r  a halachik 
understanding with that topic. I'd 
venture to say, that anyone· who 
has experienced an example of this, 
certainly appreciated the dedica
tion of the faculty to incorporate 
Jewis� ethics into a particular 
secular pursuit. It certainly 
broadened our perspective and 
probably opened our eyes to the 
realization that there is a way to 
understnad and absorb secular 
concepts in a distinctly · Jewish 
framework. 

The Yeshiva aspect of Y.U. has 
provided every student with the 
opportunity not only to continue 
Judaic studies, hut to learn on 
one's own and "discover" the 
world of the Bei.f Mldro.rh. Many 
of us have been privy to learn the 
"process" and "thrust" of a 
r,articular Gemora, and for this we 
should be indebted to our rebbeim. 

Last hut not least, one must 
recognize the value of friends at 
Yeshiva. The dorms are un
questionably unlike any others in 
the countrv. ·The comraderie is 
second to none: so much so that 
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us that we like wines sugared to 
the point that one can· leave a 
fingerprint on it. It is important to 
realize that we really don't like 
these wines. We have merely been 
conditioned to accept them. 

Perhaps we are simply unable to 
make tine wine. Could it be the 
Jewish feet cannot stomp as good 
wine as non-Jewish feet? Or are we 
simply missing the Mesorah for 
making good wines? 

fn recent vears there have been 
efforts made to upgrade the 
general quality of the wine we 
drink. Carmel wines has been 
making great strides as some of 
their better imports are proving to 
have a better than average quality. 
However their wines may stll be a 
bit immature and the climate less 
then perfect. 
· More puzzling is the lack of any 

great kosher wines aong those now 
imported from Europe. we· have 
no Chateau Mouton no Chateau 
lafite • Rothschild. The lack of a 
truly tine expensive kosher wine is 
a grave handicap for one who 
wishes to enter today's upper class 
society. 

Happily. here at Y.U. ma_jor 

strides are being made to redress 
the problem. Chateau Morg, a 
division of Rach distilleries incor
porated has recently come out with 
a line '82 vintage Alacante', 
Zinfandel. and M uscat wines. [For 
those novice oenophile they are a 
red. rose'. and white wines 
respectively ). - The quality · �f the 
red is quite good, with a flowery 
bouquet and a light acidity that 
promises an early maturity. The 
rose' is a line, youthful, fruity wine 
that should be drunk immediately. 
Unfortunatelv the white leaves 
something to· be desired. 

According to the company 
spokesman, the wines were made 
using the old Italian tradition 
where each grape is stomped 
i ndividually. 

The company's major problem is 
quantity. So far they have not 
found enough quality grapes of the 
proper tacking to produce a really 
high yield. However, with con

. t inued high quality, they should be 
able to challenge the kosher wine 
giants within a few years. 

Let us hope that they retain 
their fine quality and achieve their 
well desired and destined success. 

Compromising Values 

----------- By JOHNATHAN SCHMEJ,TZ J 
May IO - Nearly a 100 students religious background in order to 

from Yeshiva College & Stern avoid any major complications in 
College attended a discussion dealing with their employees. 
conducted by six former Y.U. Other pertinent information con-
graduates where they related their cerning various aspects of ac-
personal experiences as orthodox counting were discussed but the 
Jews in Public Accounting. The major issue of compromising 
panel advised the new accounting religios values was the highlight of 
majors to openly mention their the discussion. 

FREE INTRODUCTORY SESSIONS 

Wed . . . . . . . .  June 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6:30 PM 
Sat . . . . . . . . .  June 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 :30 PM 
Wed . . . . . . . .  August 17 . . . . . . . . . . .  6:30 PM 
Sat . . . . . . . . .  August 20 . . . . . . . . . . .  1 :30 PM 

Call For Class Starting Dates 

-H. 
N 

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 

131 West 56 Street, New York, N. Y. 10019 
Call Days, Evenings & Weekends. 

212-977-8200 
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In Preview ••• 
'-------------------- By BEN-ZION SMILCHENSKY --

Skimming through the articles and columns of this originally created to. instill. 
mv first issue of Comme111tator was initially To complain and bellyache until we are blue in the 
enlightening. Numerous pieces by graduatins seniors face, �oes not benefit. us nor the University. To strive 
stated their personal · views and perceptions of and push ahead are our preferred alternatives. The 
Yeshiva during their past four years, their hopes and choice is ours, I reiterate, we can fan ·apart piece by 
desires for the future of Yeshiva, and their piece or we can - we must - become a truly grand 
suggestions ·· and recommendations for · future institution that will · grow and expand. To produce 
graduates. If I were to read these articles objectively tomorrow's lawyers and doctors cannot suffice. We 
and had been unaware of Yeshiva, I would surmise can be the fountainhead t�at will provide tomorrow's 
that Yeshiva University is a grand institution, 8' Nai Torah, tomorrow's Jewish leaders, . and 
bubbling with enthusiasm, united in spirit, and a tomorrow's Jewish intellectuals. We must all take 
citadel of scholastic achievement of Torah U'Madah. pride and joy in Yeshiva, to create an atmosphere 
I would envision Amsterdam Avenue sprawling with where we can all stand tall, so that future editors of 
future intellectuals, and imagine the Btth Midrash Commeetator, when reviewing their first issue, won't 
occupied around the clock with tomorrow's G'dolai have to write about making a choice. 
Ha-Dor. As I read on, I would perteive the Main Where do we begiri? We have already begun! 
Center as nourishing in Washington Hcishts, In Jeff Katz, Danny Lehman, Yitz Solomon, and 
attracting and enticing thousands of awaiting Morey Schwartz, we have a new Student Council 
students to its doors, and pitying those who do not ·. leadership who will provide our students with a vital 
understand the intrinsic rewards that Yeshiva body. 
Oniversity has to offer. It is they who, unfortunatley, Hopefully, in the new "Commie" Governing Board 
blindly avoid the learning, the intellectualism, the we have an effective medium through which to voice 
comraderie, the fervor, etc...... and encourage future development. 

As I glance at the next few columns, my joyous The Administration had engaged . new professors 
enlightenment transforms into dismay. I am suddenly and is planning curriculum changes in the coming 
perplexed and disillusioned. It seems that what I year, to widen the scope of education. 
read before is deceiving - the aforementioned, As can already be seen, the University has initiated 
absolutely non-existent. As I skim a few "Letters to the renovation of the campus and soon construction 
_the Editor". it seems my college is not so grand after of our new gymnasium will begin. 
all. The lack of course offerings seem to inhibit a full Above all the · admission of 200 vibrant frcshmfn 
education. There appears to be too much Torah and this fall with energy and eagerness can only profit 
not enough Modal,. The next letter complains of an our student ranks. 
excess of Madah and a scarcity of Torah. The From this point we can sit'and watch as spectators, 
students have no body - complaints of apathy, and or we can stand up and join the ball game. It takes 
an inactive Student Council. A once flourishing Main two teams to play a game. We have the talents to 
Center 'is sµddenly "tenterless", gasping for its last win, the rules are being laid down, -and a fresh season 
breath. I read o_n. The Library is too small, the will soon begin. I am looking to go undefeated. 
campus - ever so large - is falling apart piece by · In conclusion, the task that lies ahead of us is not 
piece, feuding newspapers, rising tuition . . . . an easy one, yet it is attainable. Let us all. come � 

Seemingly, a paradox exists. Fortunately or together and go forward as one. The process has 
unfortunately, both, to an extent, are true. To deny begun. The face of Yeshiva is altering externally and 
either of them would be a severe misconception. · the nature of Yeshiva is changing internally. . 

Yeshiva does have its share of - problems. It is our obligation to enhance, its personality. 
• • •  Improvements are necessary, yet still not un

achievable nor unreachable. To look upon Yeshiva as 
a · faltering establishment beyond hope· is not doing 
this fine institution any justite. Although the walls of 
Yeshiva are JOO years old, the interior is brand new. 
We arc .a young college with the energy, persistence, 
and determination to grow, to persevere, and to send 
forth from its halls graduates with the credentials and 
the perspectives that Yeshiva University was 

I would like to thank Qavid Vorscheimer, Ari -
Silbermintz. Robert Rimberg, and Mark Tannen
baum, who made my transition · to Editor-in-Chief 
smoother. · 

To the entire student body and administration. 
Have a great summer and A Ketivah V'Chatimah 
Tovah. 

'--•. 

. .  J,U..lt11 •••• .... : 
(Sitting left to rlpt) IN Mftltll, M-,lc �,It:, a-z s•1wu11 f.tlltor-la-Ollef, Rit1Mr4 Frid,,,.,,, . 
B11,r,v Bn41r (Standlac left to ript) SIMWH Pktiolz, lo,q/1 Mudd, Cit,/,,, NOMlitlJt, Morltcui 

Twt,sky, Jouplt G�tnb,.tt, """' &•ware:, aria Sioln, Mitllul r.,.g1,,, Daiei Ru 

WYUR Looks Forward To- New Season 
I 

By ROBERT KATZ 
When the 1983 Fall Semester 

starts on October sixth, Yeshiva 
students can look for a new and 
creative image projected by their . 
radio station. 

In an effort to better identify 
with Y .U. and its students, 
WYUR is changing its name to 
'82-Y .U .' for all unofficial pur
poses. To -further accentuate the 
identity factor. 82-Y.U. hopes to 
have a program schedule com
prised of 50-60% Hebrew and 
Israeli Music, as opposed to this 
year's 30%. In addition, 82-Y.U .  
intends to present such diversified 

programming as two classical 
music shows, a jazz program, and 
the long running "Best of 
Broadway" and "Sport-Talk" 
shows. 

Perhaps the most valuable piece 
of new equipment next year will be 
a remote unit which will enable 
'82-Y.U. to broadcast live such 
events as The Rav's Shiur, 
honorary guest speeches and Y.U. 
sports. 

Remember to circle Oct. 6 on 
your calendar as WYUR, oops 
'82-Y.U .. will return for its 1 6th 
year as the official radio ·station of 
Yeshiva University. 

1983-84 G0Yemln1 Board 
Statio11 Manager: Nachum Segal 
Program Director: Robert Katz 
Stern Coordlnaior: A m y  
Greenzweig 
Bu.fille.u Manage,.• Sara Kosowsky 
News Dillctor: Peter Marcus 
Jewish Af[ail',f: Sharon Gottesman 
Chief Engineer: Jon Roberts 
M11sic, Publicity Directors: To Be 
Determined 

S.O.Y. 
President: Shlomo Huttler 
. V.P.: Yakir Muszkat 
Sec'y Treasurer: Shlomo Hyman 

I _,,. -
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· New Student Council Fleeted; 
Kati FJected President 

• 

. By ISAA-C ZUCKER 
April 29-After a full week of 

campaigning by_ fourteen can
didates for various offices, the 
students of Y cshiva College went 
to the polls today and . voted for a 
new student council. When the 
ballots were . tallied Jeff Katz, 
Daniel Lehman, Morey Schwartz 
and Yitzie Solomon were resepec
ti vely elected President, Vice-_ 
President, Secretary and Treasurer 
of Yeshiva College Student Coun
cil. 

Jeff Katz, a graduate of public 
high school in . Los Angeles, · 
California, also learned for a year 
and half at Yeshiva Chofetz Cl\aim 
in Israel. Prior to attending Y.U:, 
he studied at UCLA for one year. 
He is currently a VP student in 
Rabbi Bronspeigel's shiur and is 
majoring in English. The majority 
of Jefrs campaigning· platform 
stressed his impressive record as 
President of the junior class. This 
year, the Junior class sponsored 
more activities than any other 
class. As President of YCSC, Jeff 
aspires to extend these activities to · 
the entire -student body. 

Danny Lehman. the new Vice 
' President, is also a graduate of 
public high school and spent one 
year in Israel studying at Broven
der's. Danny a Philosophy major 
has , had much experience - in 
student activities includina WYUR 
and Hameva.,er. As well, he has 
served on the _Cf:irriculum commit-

tee. Danny ran for office because 
he felt that the students need 
mature, sophisticated students who 
can serve as representatives to the 
faculty. Another theme stressed 
during his campaign was YCSC'S 
need for new and innovati.-e ideas. 
One idea is to make student life .  
more active by having a stvm day 
week tille.d , with activities. Danny 
has planned many other activities 
for next year including a Jewish 
Festival of the Arts which will 
include Poetry, Music and Drama. 

Morey Schwartz is a resident of 
Schenectaty, N.Y. were he 
graduated from Niskayuna High 
School. Following high school, 
MQrey spent a year learning at 
BMT in lsraet Currently a Y .P. 
sophmorc in Rabbi Bronspigel's 
shiur, Morey, .Js majoring in 
Psychology. He plans to enroll in 
the smicha program while studying 
for his degree in Psychology. 

As treasurer, Yitz plans to 
publish the YCSC budget every 
two months. He hopes to Help all 
the clubs and societies raise funds 
on their own and is willing to 
discuss methods of raising these 
funds. According to Yitz, if the 
clubs and societies make an effort 
to generate revenue, the council 
will match them dollar for dollar 
in addition to the standard YCSC 
allocation. 

If no fund raising effort is 
made.however, the society will 
receive a cutback funding. 

In Prospect ••• 
-----,------------- By JEFF KATZ 

"Ah but a man's reach should 
exceed his grasp or what's a 

_ heaven for?" - Robert Browning. 
-The pessimist smiles as he looks 

down at the children at play. The 
optimist hopes as he looks forward 
to a year of opportunity. The 
former labels the ideas of the 1983-
1984 Student Council as grandiose 
schemes. The latter identifies them 
as meritorious aspirations. 

As I lay sleeping, dreams color 
my mind - dreams of what can be 
at Yeshiva College. Can you 
imagine -seeing next year a more 
vibrant campus? We have been 
taking advantage of the resources 
made available to us by New York 
City and neglecting our campus. 
More activities within our five 
block territory can change the 
outlook of many students on 
campus life. Movies once a week, 
renovation of the greens so they 
are safe, lecturers from diversified 
backgrounds speaking on assorted 
topics, an increased number of 
cultural events such as theater 
workshops and concerts - all are 
to be done on campus. Plans are in -
the making this very moment for 
the establishment of a coop/cafe'. 

Intercollegiate events? We have 
a lot to offer to and gain from 
students at other colleges. Monthly 
shabbatons at various colleges wil 
afford us the opportunity to bring 
Shabbos to Jews on other cam
puses and to exchange ideas with 
other students. To reciprocate, the 
biannual ·Y .U. shabbaton will 
extend invitations to other 
colleges. 

Seven-day week? Don't worry: 
I'm not writing about classes but 
rather events. Many of our 
students are from out of.town and 
Y.U. is their home seven days a 
week . why should we put them on 

hold from Thursday night to 
Sunday night? 

A tie between Yeshiva college 
and Y .U. graduate schools? We 
are one of the only colleges across 
the country that maintains a close 

' tie with a high school. For obvious 
reasons we have· had a limited 
relationship with our graduate 
schools: philosophical differences 
and physical seperation. A union 
would reward us in two areas. 
Firstly, our graduate schools house 
many of our scholars in its 
faculties and many or our books in 
its libraries. Secondly, the graduate 
schools are respectable institutions 
and major sources of pride. Each 
reward becomes more accessible 
with strong bonds. 

A more developed role for Y. U. 
in the Jewish community? Many or 
us dolefully attempt to compare 
Y.U. to Harvard and Columbia. 
But any such comparison is 
ludicrous. The truth is that Y.U. 
does not attempt to be a Harvard 
or a Columbia. We are unique and 
our uniqueness ought to be 
exploit�d. Part of this unparalleled · 
quality entails serving as the center 
for modern Jewish orthodoxv -
specifically in terms of scholarship, 
tradition, and culture. One idea to 
promote this role is to sponsor a 
Jewish Festival of' the Arts. This 
would be more than just a Jewish 
concert but rather an extravaganza 
presenting Jewish drama. music. 
art, and literature. 

There are manv more ideas to be 
subsumed unde

0

r each of the 
categories but unless you get 
involved thev will remain brain 
waves reaching its end on the 
shores of the new vear. We are 
capable of changing this institu
tion. It i s  the student t,od�>s 
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Masmid '83 Nearing Completion 

By MARK MAZER 
If you want to know what has 

been happening with. the yearbQok 
the past year, just stop by MORO 
604 and look at the thousands of 
photographs · on the Editor-in
Chicrs desk. Mallllhl '8.1 has at its 
helm Yumi Borgen. Mr. Borgen 
has put in many days and sleepless 
nights with the Governing Board, 

. to insure that the graduating class 
of 1983 has the best Masmld in the 
last S2 years. 

Mr. Borgen has been assisted by 
Nathan Fruchter who can be 
found at 2 A.M. knocking on 
dormitory doors. soliciting ads. 
He has already collected 3,000 
dollars, and he is promising 1,000 
dollars more before the end of the 
school year. 

Mallllhl 'l.l is fortunate to be 
s t a ffed w i t h  t a l e n t e d  
photographers. Richard Reiss and 
Kevin Hayes have continuously 
taken pictures for the last 7 
months. Presently 40,000 pictures · 
have been developed. Richard 
Reiss has photograped for S,o,t, 
llb,stNtt4 M•1•z/111, 

_ Y .C.S.C. Clue Repmentatlffl 
Stnlor Class .Prtsldtnt: Ari 
Goldsmith . 
V.P.: Jeff Schwartz 
Secretary Treasurtr: Stvic Wein
berger 
Masmld Editor in Chitf Gary 
Kaufman, Joseph (irecnblatt 
Vice Presidtnt: Zcv Skulnick 
Sec'y Treasurer: Judah Wernick 
Soph Prts.: Danny Reich 
V.P.: Barry Rosenberg 
Sec'y Tmisu,wr: Ram Katz 

Other men behind the scenes 
include: 
Bernie Marmorstein as art editor, 
Ephraim Goldberg al literature 
editor, Jeff Danowitz as typing 
'editor, Raz Haramati, Red Rim 
berg, David Shapiro, Yaakov 
Friedman, and Michael Odinsky. 

Mr. Borgen stated, ••Ads are 
slowly coming in, SO percent of the 
seniors have tlot fulfilled their 
responsibility to their class. They 
have not brought in their 80 
dollars worth of ads. If a senior 
has trouble meeting the amount, 
he should come sec me to work 
something · out. Every senior 
should enjoy his yearbook." 

The yearbook wil be 288 pages. 
Through the use or literature · and 
photography, Masmld hopes to 
capture 4 years or memoric�. The 
yearbook should be out by the end 
of October. 

Congratulations to the newly 
elected Editor-in-Chiefs of Masmld 
'84 Gary Kaufman and Joe 
Greenblatt. All the best for a 
successful year. 

Y .C.D.S. - Execati•e Gonmln1 
Beard 

President: Eddie Schauder 
Vice Pre.fident Organization: Isaac 
Zucker 
Vice p,ejident · Tec/rnical: Steven 
Socol 
s,cretary: Ira Tav 
Alpha Psi Omega Honor Society 
Rep.: Joe Brob 
Treasurer: Alan Berger 
Alumni Rtp.: Stu W. Lehrer 
Faculty Advisor/ Artistic Dlrtctor: 
Dr. Anthony S. Beultu 

•.• In Retrospect 
------------- By AVI SCHNEIDER 

Having labored, laughed 
sweated and cried through four 
years of a unique lifestyle, incom
parable with that of students at 
any other university, Yeshiva 
College · graduates arc an unusual 
and special breed. We begin here 
as hapless fledglings with mixed 
feelings and realistic trepidations. 
During our journey through 
academia, we grow and develop at 
rates and directions or geometric 
proportion. It's a period of rapid 
and frequently rapid transforma
tions. We adapt, accomodate, 
triumph and travail, but how in 
the end docs one know if he has 
succeeded? What criteria determine 
success? 

In a general sense, that which 
one · endeavors to accomplish 
through Univcrsity' .study covers a 
range as broad as is the w.orld we 
live in. However, the finite 
limitations of man and practical 
aspects of life restrict this 
widespread panorama to more 
select fields. The individual is what 
determines these limitations and 
creates the guidelines to which he 
must . subscribe his · time and 
energies. The Catch-22 of the 
college experience is that it 
generally takes about four years to 
ideally recognize and define one's 
goals and, tonsequently, we are 
simultaneously building and ex
panding upon a foundation at the 
very time it is still being laid. This 
taks is compounded when it is 
governed . by two sets of blue 
prints, each attractive in its own 
right and, yet, frustrating and 
confusing when superimposed up-
on one another. 

I'm obviously referring to Torah 
Umada, a confounding through 
incredibly beautiful entity when 
properly grasped. We, as studen.ts 
of Yeshiva College, are subject to 

a dualism that would baffle the 
best of minds. None-the-less, we 
come here because it rings of truth 
and invites a challenge of greater 
magnitude than that of any other 
college. If our goals and visions 
are constructs cemented in this 
overlying precept of Torah 
Umada, it must b assumed that no 
matter how individual our lives, 
the unifying factor implicite to 
Yeshiva College remains. As such, · 
I believe that the evaluation of. 
your success and that represented 
by the diplorn'a must be perceived 
in this context. 

Serving as your president has 
· been among the most remarkable, 

memorable •and trying experiences 
of my life. Personally, i have 
'gained enormously from the inten
se experience and privilege of 
interacting with hundreds of my 
constituents and I cannot help but 
feel a sense of kinship arid 
responsibility for you all. 

The difficulties of traversing the 
path from• freshman orientation to 
graduation arc many. We've all 
encountered periods of incredible 
exhaustion, frustration and 
hopelessness. How then does one 
positively reflect on these years? 
Perspective and priorities are two 
words and concepts that help. We 
all have the opportunity to pursue 
higher Torah and secular educa
tions, unhindered by· governmental 
and societal prejudice and restric
tions. This is a reality that would 
have shocked many Gf our our 
g r a n d p a re n t s  a n d  
grcatgrandparents in their youth. 
If our only problem is that we 
have too much opportunity, how 
justified are we in our complaints? 
As to priorities, during these ·years 
when our .  physical energy is at a 
maximum and our investments of 

(Continued on Page 9, Col. I) 
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morning and was told that hundreds of. copies of Tl,t 
Commtntator were being thrown into the garbage 
dump behind Morg in an act of suppression of free 
press that is to be expected in El Salvador. And now, 
I am told that in the fall, the Y.c�s.c. leadership 
was prepared to yield to 'close down the paper. 

A few'moriths ago, I participated in a lobby trip to 
Washington on behalf or Soviet Jewry. As I slumped 
into my . seat for the bus ride home, tired after a 
grueling day on the Hill, I reflected for a few 
moments on my accomplishments that day. 

On the one hand, I had spoken to Senator Paul 
Tsongas (D-MA), a human rights expert who could, . 
with equal facility, quote statistics about Soviet 
Jewish -emigration, or the repression and slaughter of 
Croatians in Timur. In other instances, I spoke to a 
half do1.en aides to Congressmen from the deep 
South, who seemed. to hear what we were saying, but 
not to listen. From my conversations with other 
students, it seems that many others had similar 
experiences of talking to legislators who were either 
quite proficient in the problem or Soviet Jewry, or 
did not care to be. I thought that perhaps as a result 
of our efforts one Congressman might take some 
positive action, or at least be more receptive to next 
year's contingent. If this would not occur, then at 
least I had kept the issue alive on the Hill, and I 
knew in my heart that, at least on this occassion, I 
had done what I could. If nothing else, I had a great 
time. 

For some reason, those particular thoughts flashed 
through my mind as I sat down to write this .. ,n 
Retrospect" Column. 

Approximately a year ago, I decided to run for 
Editor-in-Chief, idealistic enough to believe that 
things could be changed and naive enough to believe 
that I could change them. In .. the twelve hectic 
months that followed, I have seen both the best, and 
unfortunately all too often, the worst that Y.U. can 
be. 

I have seen administrators threaten to fire faculty 
members who talked to Th, Commentator and spoke 
the truth, while others tried to prevent students from 

. .  going 'on record' in print. I have heard 
administrators admonish us to be more aware in our 
editorial stance or the power that the paper wields 
outside the Y.U. community, and then as a manner 
of routine, simply refuse to sec . Commentator 
reporters - not out of any resentment or bias, but 
simply because they couldn't be bothered. As one 
secretary -so eloquently told one or my reporters this 
year, .. Do you r,ally expect Dr. So-and-So to tell a 
potential million dollar benfactor that he must 
· interrupt their conversation ju.st because he must make an 

· . appointment with the newspaper?" I have seen 
administrators categorically deny facts that are 
indisputably true, and faculty members deny making 
statements that are preserved in memos that they 
themselves wrote and signed. I was awakened one 

I suppose that these incidents, and others that slip 
my mind at this time, arc typical of everyday 
occurrences in the life of a profession.!µ journalist. 
Somehow though, one expects (or at least I did) that 
Y.U. would be different. 

I suspect that it is the acuteness of the 
disappointment I felt that make these incidents so 
outstanding in my mind. To be fair, (whoever said 
The ComrMntator is hypercritical) though, as 
disillusioning as these realizations were, they arc 
largely in the minority. So as to set the historical 
record straight, as well as oblige an overwhelming 
sense or gratitude that I must acknowledge those who 
helped shape my stay at Y.U. 

I first met Dr. Norman Rosenfeld on my first day 
of classes in Y.U. when he burst into an overcrowded 
Calculus class as the 'mystery' Staff Professor. In the 
two years that he regularly gave me a ride home, and 
in the next two years of my . association with Th, 
Commtntator, l found him to be a man of 
remarkable candor, sincerity and integrity. For the 
sake of the school, I only hope that the clarity of his 
vision for Y.U. and the genuine dedication that he 
brings to work with him each morning are not 
eroded by the complacency and stagnation which 
seems to pervade the institution. I was introduced to 
Dr. Hecht only after my appointment as Editor-in
Chief, and I will always regret that I never got to 
know him earlier. As with Dean Rosenfeld, his door 
is always open to students, and his unique grasp of 
the Yeshiva ideal coupled with his committment to 
the school make him one of the Y.U.'s most valuable 
assets. Though his work is largely unnoticed by the 
student body, Mr.Friedenberg presses relentlessly for 
improvements at the University, in contradiction to 
the reputation that - the Registrar's Office has 
acquired for being callous and indifferent to the 
students. I would also like to thank Larry Wachsman 
for his ·undcrstanding advice, and the staff in Public 
Relations for their help, and especially Roy 
Campbell, for countless bits of information and for 
his guidance. 

At Y.U. I have been privilcdged to study under 
professors who possess and who shared what Sir 
William Osler described as .. that deep love of a 
subject, that desire to teach and cx_��.nd it, wit��ut 
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o.ca-,..,.: 
(Sitting left to right) Robnt Rilflbng, ltfftry Stoel, O..U Yorcltiti111tr Edltor-ln-Clllef, o.,;, F11'mtu1, 

Micatl Ro1111bloo111 
(Standing left to right) B-Z Sn,i/cu11sky, Lorry Grttll""'11, Ari Silb,rmi11tz, Lo"y Bor•clt, s,,,,,, K111ti11, 

Mori Ta11111H11111, Morty Kl1i11 

Israel and Lebanon 
In Search Of A New Relationship 

The agreement reached between 
Israel and . Lebanon, after more 
than four months of difficult 
negotiations in which the United 
States played a pivotal role, 
reflects four essential clements on 
which Israel and Lebanon see eye 
to eye: 

A) Termln1don of the state of 
war between Lebanon and Israel ; 

B) Respect for each other's 
sourelgnty , Independence, 
terrltortal Integrity and right to lhe 
In peace, within secure and 
recongnlzed bordersf 

C) Withdrawal from Lebane1e 
territory - as a natural corollary 
of the previous proposldon - of all 
external forces ( P.L.O. terrorists, 
Syrian and Israeli); and 

D) Agreement that Lebanon must 
not again become a llase for hostile 
actl,lty against Israel - and that 
measures wlll be undertaken to 
pre,ent such a de•elopment. 

These were the principles accep
ted by Israel, Lebanon and the 
United States from the very 
beginning of the negotiations. 
Pressures, mainly from Syria and 
Saudi Arabia. made it difficult to 
reach an agreement based on these 
principles. 

A number of further steps will 
have to be taken, within the 
months to come, to "fill out" the 
agreement and to make possible its 
full implementation. 

Thus, propositions (A) and (8) 
above require a gradual normaliza-

tion of mutual relations 
including the peaceful and umham
pered movement of goods, 
products and persons, communica
tions. ets. Some of these things will 
need to be formalized in bilateral 
agreements. 
· Proposition (C) - withdrawal 

of forces, requires. first of all, the 
withdrawal of P.L.O. terrorist and 
Syrian forces that precipitated the 
near-collapse of Lebanon during 
the last decade-and-a-half and 
created the conditions that made 
Israel's Operation Peace for 
Gali lee, in the summer of 1982 
inevitab le .  It requires the 
withdrawal or all P.L.O. elements 
and the simultaneous withdrawal or 

/Continued on Pair" IZ. Col. 3 1  
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A Long ·way from Home 

By JOSEPH MUSCHEL the initial stages or the Iranian studying in Penssylvania's Hillel 
Sahbi Azarahiyan, a busy Ira- revolution and the fint step in the Acad�my and staying at the home 

nian student -at Yeshiva Colfeae eventual overthrow of the Shah. or ·a local hospitable doctor. He 
has little time for interviews. He "At fint I supported Khomeni," attended Hillel Academy for one 
attends his momin1 J.S.S. s�urim Sahba says with a trace of smile. year and it was there that he tint 
rejularly and devotes lais time in "I thouaht and still think that the teamed of Yeshiva University. 
the aftemoon1 to a physics major Shah was a corrupt king. He-cared "I am happy at J.SS," Sahba 
and other college 1tudies. Evenings more about himself than he did says, ."I think it has helped me as 
would ' be an ideal time to meet about the rest of the country," · wen as others to become Shom�, 
with Sahba but then, too, he is Sahba went on to deacribe the Mltzvot." 
rarely available. Often, till twelve preaent situation of Iranian Jews as Of course, he also spoke of 
midni1ht, he can be found learning . "perhaps a bit wone" than it was hardships that he and fellow 
in the Boll M«Jd - a place he under the Shah's leadership. "With Iranians face at Yeshiva. "There is 
ha1 become familiar with since hi1 Islam as a focal point or the the constant fear . of what tuition 
amval at Yahiva one year ago. revolution, anyone who is not a will be in the coming year," Sahba 
Indeed, one mi1ht conclude that member of Islam is now , a remarks. "Some people I speak to 
Sahba pw up in a vibrant Jewish con1picuou1 religious minority", don't even know what the tuition 
atm01phere. Actually Sahba spent he explained, He added: ".I think it is and I am constantly worryina 
hi• formative yean in Iran was this emphasis on Islam that · about it. He added: The Iranian 
aean:hl111 and strugling to dis- was a major factor in my decition government limitll the amount or 
cover a hcritap that has since to start ._ttending S1"'1 on money that parents may send to 
become a part of him. Slrabbat . .  " children studying abroad. "In my 

Born in the city or Shiraz, Finally, at the age or seventeen, · circumstance," he coniinued, 
Sahba, the elder of two brothen, Sahba was sranted what he terms "because I left ·1ran .at a certain 
did not haw the priviledge of "a bl�am1 mlmom11ylm" � an exit time, _the government has forbid
attending the city•s local relipous visa to the United States. Actually, den my parents to send me any 
day school. For thirteen years, he Sahba had not originally planned money." 
recelwd his elementary and junior on immigrating to America. He Iranians at Yeshiva College also · 
hip school education in the halls and his mother had travelled to lack the moral support th!lt is 
of private aecular ICbools, needless Spain with the intention or often provided by one's family. 

· to ay, with little Jewish contact, continuing on to Portugal, where "The .support of a family is wry 
Hil friend•• Arab claumata, often they had ultimately hoped to important to a student,'' Sahba 
did · not know he was Jewish. "I secure for Sahba an exit visa to noted. "With my parents in Iran, I 
wu afraid to tell them," Sahba .England. Schools were cloeed in have rione I can lean on for 
explains. "I wu arraid they would Iran and Sahba was looking to "support. My life is more difficult." 
look down upon me." Under the learn in an English Yes�iva before Ac:cording to Sahba, the. social 
guidanm of a private. tutor, Sahba continuing with his secular educa- interaction between Iranian and 

. beaan learning Ht61'ftf;'Tjllal,, and tion. "I chose England of all places · Americans at Yeshiva is also 
eventually Ht11111d,at Tflllln, . in because it is close to Iran and I limited: . "I think it is a fault or._ 
preparation for his Bar MltztlOI,. could talk to my parents often - both aroups," he explains. "Each 
"My Bo, Mltnolt �a, a small maybe even ffy home on occa- group · sticks to itlelf ind niakes 
ceremony", he rimarks. "We_ made , sion," Sahba remarks. Once 1n little effort to befriend the other." 
a little . Kldt:hull in sbul and that Spain, however, he and his mother Hence, lie noted, that ntany . . 
was it." , soon learned of an opportunity to Iranians who have no family in · 

A I t h  o � g h S h i r  a z , i s  a emigrate to the U.S. "My mother America spend most · of their 
recopiacl Rabbi, ordained in encourased me tQ. come to Slrabbotpt in Yeshiva • .  
l11ael with a amall religious A111erlca," Sahba explain•. · "She ,.,. . • . � . .  _,. . . . . . _ 
followins, ·mOlt or the city's ten had a brother IMna an Pittlbu11h . , Sahba, .h.9�ver looks forward 
tboUlind .Jews en, iporant in dleif 11nd felt l,wouJcl adjust easier to to the . future with anticipation: 
undentandina of Judaln. 11Many my new surtoundinp if l liwd . "My. parents cannot leave Iran 
of tllc 'Jews," Sahba �·eiplainl, with family�" now but I hope they.will be able to 
"rally want to be Sllo•r Mitnot, In the United States, thanks to visit me one day. - I hope niy 
but there arc many basic Halachot the efforts of · an uncle in brother, now fifteen, will be able 
they do .not know." ,. . Pittsbu11h and a Pennsylvania to leave Iran. fran is not the place 

The /major tuming poitlt ; 'in  '.· ·1 llabbi, Sahba soon found himaelf for him. It ii not place for Jew1/' 

Wed-.iay. May 25. 1983 

- New Catalogues 
Available In ·  Fall 

- .  

All undersraduate students attending �eshiva University this �ming 
fall will receive newly designed and revised course catalogues, at was 
announced by Professor Morris Silverman, A�ista�t to the E�ecutive 
Vice President and Chairman . or the . Unavenaty Comm1tte on 
Catalogues. 

"Radically DlfreNat" 
According to Prof. Silverman, the new catalogues will be "radically 

different" . from any pther undergraduate catalogue in the �istory or 
Yeshiva University." . . 

The catalogues will Jist undeqraduate counes an alphabetical order 
and according to discipline, in order to eliminate a "great deal of 
duplications," Dr. Silverman said. · 

For example, ·all Bible courses given in each of the Univenity's 
undergraduate schools, will be listed in one �lion. . . 

In addition, the catalogues will have many pictures and 1llustrat1ons 
pertainin1 to each- of. the undergraduate schools. 
· The catalogues, which \Viii be 7 inches by 10 inches (in order to meet 
riew postal aervice regulations), -!II list the coua:se5 according to a. new 
standard numbering system. Dr. Salverman_ellplaaned that by adopting a 
course numbering system which is used by many colleges and 
univenities across the nation, · it will be easier for both students and 
administration officials to refer to the coune without causing confusion. 

Dr. Silverman also indicated that the type-size or the catalogues will 
be la11er than in the previous edition. 

The studenu will receive a copy of the new catalogue free or charge, 
but, according to recommendations currently �ng consi�red by the 
committee, studenu may he required to pay a fee af they desire a second 
copy. 

English Oep Examina�� FJiminated . 
· The English Department of Yeshiva College, after reviewing all Clep 

. ! Examinations in English compc:,sition and English literature has decided 
not to utilize the exams as of September, 1983, Dr. Norman Rosenfeld, 
dean of Yeshiva College announced. .. . 

Acicorcting 'io Dean Roaenfeld, a review of the exams indicated that 
''they were not an adequate substitution r or the English counes," and 
that the questions on the Clep examinations "weren't cycled enough." 
, The English �attment will now administer its own examinations for 

' the plirpoaes ,of ,dllemplion; . · , , . .  ,, , I . , :'. . ' .-, · .... ;; . = : : 
Although the faculty adopted a RC)licy eeveral yean ago n� to award · credit for departmental. euminations Dr. Roaen_f eld indicated that "he 

will punue the matter with. the department," and will make �his own 
recommendations." · 

Asked how the departmental exams •oulil differ from the Cleps, the 
·c1ean said that .the internal cums "would be much harder." . . 

Sahba'1 life came after bis ftnt · 
,-r in aior hiah school. Durin, 
that summer, he and bis family 
went to larael to Yilit bis father•• 
family who· bad 9'Uled theN after 
the •41 war. ... felt more relipous 
there," be explains. "I wa1 
impt'CINd by my undel and 

'/'hen And NoW THE COPY 
SHOP PLUS 

. colllina who wore · Klpot and 
To/1/u,1. From that lime . on I 
atarted bcpina kosher." 
. But that summer had more than 

just a trip to larael in store for 
.Sahba and his family. It marked 

Looking Back 
(COtUlltwtl /'°"' Pa,, S, Col. 3) 
students have _ defended their 
throwing water bombs out the 8th 
floor window at friends, sugesting 
that at lralt . ._ knew who they 
were lildllst 

• • • 

New Go,erning 
-Boartl 

(COflt"-tJ /rDfff Pop I, Col. I J 
increase In student involvement, 
interest, and awarcneu. The 
Conu,,n,tator will be .a dynamic 
force in the coming year ... 

After the election, Mr. · 
Smilchensky · · submitted for - ap
proval .his choices for the new 
governing' board. 

Mark Lefkovitz, outgoing News 
Editor was choaen r or the aecond 
position on the board, as Associate 
Editor. Richie Friedman, outs� 
ing production Editor was 1elected 
r or the Managin1 Editor . position. 

The new board memben who · 
did not .aerve on last year's board 
include: 

Ira Mei1els as Executive Editor, 
My .penonal thanks go to my . Mordechai Twenky and David 

Rebbe · and teacher for imparting · Schwartz as News Editon, Joseph 
their wisdom upon me. In addi- Muschcl as Feature Editor, Brian 
tion, it would be unfair not to Shoken as Copy Editor, Michael 
thank those friend• · who felt Taragin as Sports Editor, Barry 

· compelled to wait until the wee Bender as Contributing Editor, 
houn of ·the morning to impart Sheldon Pickholz as Coordinating 
their wisdom upon · me. Through Editor, and Danny Fink and 
the water fights, parties, playoff' Chaim Nordict as Senior Editors. 
games and the like, roommates The new board members 
and friends became a part of me. stressed their hope th,t the 
My free time wu often spent Comnwntator's popularity would 
helpin1 friends, yet in so doing I increase and that students would 
was abl� to pin from them -and take a more active role in 

. become a better person for it. It is newspaper aff'ain. 
IO these friends that I NY thank In the celebration followin1 his 
fN, because you undoubtedly . election, Smllchensky jubilantly 

. • this unique ellperience all the toasted "Look out Y.U .• here we 
..- worthwhile. come!' · 

A -rudi■ Word 

1"e following is an tditorial from rhe May 3, 1943 WM� of TIie 
eo.-1ator. 

This being <>ur last editorial, we feel· that this is the 
appropriate time and place to discuss i few �rtinent matters, 
undisc:ussed until now, before we take leave of "Commentator." 

As students of Yeshiva College it is of coune incumbent upo� 
each and every one of us to busy ourselves with all issues and 
questions arising within these walls, constandy seeking ways and 
means of bettering our school. "Commentator" has been trying 
to bring this home to its readers all along. 

But, as young Jewish orthodox students. as the logical leaders 
of the -Jewish community of tomorrow, we must go yet further. 
We cannot limit our thoughts and activities to only the four 
cubits of Yeshiva. There is a world on the outside, a world in 
which we are not only to live, but also, to a certain extent, to 
lead. 

Are we preparing ourselves adequately. mentally and 
psychologically, for our tasks?-Are we fully aware and cognizant 
of the problem of the Jew? Do we understand that the situation 
of the Jew here in America is steadily growing wor�. and that in 
spite of our war for democracy and freedom the forces of anti
semitism have gained an alarming number of new adherents? 

We fear that the Yeshiva student · is developing a sort of 
isolationism, shutting himself away from stark reality. We view 
with alarm the apathy ·displayed by many students towards 
questions which vitally affect them and their people. That such 
an attitude is prevalent amons many of our people is a sad. fact; 
for it to manifest itself among Yeshiva students is criminal. 

What to do then? We must see ourselves and our people from 
a different perspective - as a people which is becoming a victim 

, of the wortd•s ruthlessness and its own smugness. The future . 
appears very grim, inspite of what we�d, like to believe. If we do 
not wake up to the situation. if we do not realize our duty, we 
shall have contributed to the tflledy of a people. 

Copies 

School Supplies 

Food , .  

We have a .  large 

lost and found 

collection -:-

check before 

. school ends. 

Maccabeem 

Restaurant 

Serving and Catering 
Middle East and 

Jewish Style Cuisine 

. @ Glltt Kosher 
Sun.-Thurs. 1 1  AM-I I PM 

Fri. 1 1  AM-3 PM 

Catering For All 
Occasions 

147 West 47 St. 
New York City 

For Reservations: 
(212) '75-0226 

Mash1ladl on P�mlsts 
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Career Program Underway 
·Behind Dorm Doors 

The Yeshiva University Alumni 
Career Consultant ·Program was 
developed by Dr. Paul Connolly · 
and myself and is designed to 
strengthen and expand the career 
guidance and placement services 
'available to Yeshiva University 
undergraduates. 

Through this program, alumni 
of Yeshiva College and Stern 
College for Women are invited to 
share their professional expertise 
and career information with our 
students. 

The assistance of the career 
consultants will take the form or 
the following career related ser
vices: 

I • Personal guidance to help 
students make better informed 
career decisions. 

2. •• A Day on the Job" -
providing the students with the 
opportunity to observ� the alum-

In Retrospe�t 

(Continwd from Pagt 7, Col. 1) 
time bear such great inftuence on 
the rest of our lives, can we even 
consider the alternate possibility of 
wasting · away this time? Aren't 
academic achievement and a solid
ly laid foundation in Jewish · 
practice surely worth this price? Is 
there really any other way to attain 
that which we aspire to? 

I do not attempt to gloss over 
the obvious flaws and deficiencies 
or Yeshiva. Our institution is a 
product· or. human ideu and toil, , 
and therefore, ii quite understan
dably less · than perfect. However, 
for he who so desires, there is 
much to gain and overlooking 
these positive qualities is just as 
improper and counterproductive as 
overlooking the faults. It is only by 
paying att-ention that the student 
a.nd the college may aspire t� gain. 
Recognition or the better qualities 
affows the student ,o c:apitaliz.e and 
concommitantly enhance that facet 

nus at work and to benefit from 
his or her knowledge of the 
profession and the job market. 

3. A short-term internship of . 
one to three weeks, during 
intercession or summer vacation, 
which allows the student to learn 
about a possible career, test one's 
skills ouside an academic environ
ment. and gain experience t)lat can 
be used in a resume. 

4. Internships for Credit 
Through Independent Study -
during the school year or, more 
likely, during the summer. Stu
dents also may be paid for their 
work. These internships will help 
students to explore career options, 
define their career goals, and gain 
insight into the job market. 

Alumni are also asked to 
provide informatio!l on summer 
and permanent jobs. 

Our Career Consultant Program 

with his participation. Similarly, 
cognizance or the lesser qualities 
highlights the need for change and 
reminds him to invest his energies 
as to best rectify the existing 

· situation. · 
I've seen my role as Student 

Council President as being respon
sible to a task far more difficult 
than that which most may imagine. 
Constant attention to the positive 
and negative in Yeshiva has 
manifested itself in various 
respects. The intar,gible issue or 
students' states or inind have been 
or primary concern. This is hardly 
to mitigate the more concrete and 
recogni�l� . m,t�e� .of �ncern,, . 
but it seems logical that ·those will 
attempt spontaneously to ensue, 
. providing the students- .share a 
conunon .apprQpriate attitude., A 
major motivatins force for myself 
has always been "the guys." 
Surely, I have hish regard for the 
theoretical construct of Yeshiva, as 
well as my individual and our 
collective role in the perpetuation 
or world Jewry, but on an 
immediate level, the responsibility, 
loyalty and friendship one feels for 
his peers in shiur, class, lab, a 
society and on his ftoor in the 

Mandatory Attendance 
Joe Schwartz was a 35 year old 

businessman who never finished 
college. One day, after much 
thought and deliberation, he 
decided to go · back to school. 
Being an observant Jew with a 
desire to continue learning Torah, 
Joe instinctively turned to Yeshiva 
University. On explaining his 
decision to his wife, he cited the 
broadening of horizons and the 
acquisition of knowledge in a 
mature, intellectual atmosphere as 
factors. 

Joe is now in his sophomore 
year. He walks into English class 
on Monday and hands the teacher 
a note. It reads: "Please excuse my 

, husband for missing class on 
· Friday·. He was not feeling well. 
Sincerely yours, 

"Joe Schwartz's Wife" 
The preceding scenario, 

although obviously a ludicrous 
one, could have become a reality, 
The Yeshiva College Senate, over 
the last few weeks, debated the 
question of mandatory attendance, 
A number of proposals . were 
advanced and one, in my opinion 
the best, was passed, However, in 
the course of the discussion, one 

· senator , proposed requiring 100 
percent attendance. In arguing his 
position he stated that students 
who would bring doctors' notes 
and ·the like would, of course, be 
exc:uMCI for their absence,. 

By ll�A MEISELS 

Another . senator very aptly termed 
Y .C., under -that type or proposal, 
as an "army camp". Possibly, an 
even more appropriate term woul 
be "high schocfl". 

The very notion or one's 
bringing notes · from one's parents 
or physician to excuse an absence 
is a throwback to high school. In 

· high school, where a student is still 
relatively immature, 100 percent 
madatory attendance .is desirable. 
However, the whole ideal or 
the university is the · student's 

· pursuit or knowledge on his own 
volition. · No college studerit, 
whether 35 year old Joe or 20 year 
old Moshe, should be treated as if 
he were in high school. 

"Ah!", you will say, "that is all 
nice in theory but the fact is that' 
many Y .C. students do not avail 
themselves of the benefits of 
lectures on their own volition . . 
Therefore, we have no choice but 
to force them io attend." In 
response, I must say t�at I agree 
that there does exist a serious 
problem and that a solution must 
be found, We have two choices: we 
can either transform Y,C, into a 
high school or keep it a university 
with a university's ideals, while 
perhaps studing the causes or poor 
attendance in the quest for a 
solution. 

I, for one, am happy that the 
Senate opted for the latter. 

By RABBI. �OSHUA CHEIFETZ 
is described in a ·brochure which 
was mailed recently to Yeshiva 
Un iv'ersity · "alumni  in the 
Metropoiitan New York area, 
Thus far, we have received over 
170 responses which are being 
organi1.ed into files in the Guidan
ce Center Office (F4 1 3), 

In the past, YU alumni have . 
demonstrated their interest and 
dedication through their participa
tion in career seminars in such 
fields as advertising, law, business 
and writing. We are enthusiastic 
about the succ:esful implementation 
of this program as well. 

I take pride in the fact that no 
alumnus or alumna has ever 
turned down a request to par
ticipate in career programs, I look 
forward to continuing involvement 
in the special relationship which 
exists between YU students and 
alumni. 

dormitory is a more constant 
force. 
· No job is ever complete and no 

person ever truly achieves all that 
which he aspires to. My goals and 
dreams for the school have, 
similarly, not all been reached, 
Yet, I do feel a certain satisfaction 
for that which has been accom
plished. We've seen a rebirth of 
concern and activity imbue most 
facts of campus life. This revitiliza
tion, the ,product or hundreds of 
thankless mailhours by nameless 
persons has provided the means 
for next year's student council to 
nurture this newly sprouted ftower 
of achievement and direction. 
' Traditionally, this column 

reviews all that we've done in the 
course or · the year, but I still 
belie� • the= in�ngibles are · more 
sisnificant, as ' th'ey. are what · 
remain after all is said and done. 
That which we leave to positively 
affect the future· is our greatest sift 
to you. To those who've selnessly 
helped us to qreate this lasting 
endowment to. Yeshiva I offer 
sincere and appreciative thanks, 
No matter what it may ·seem, your 
commitment to.Yeshiva has been a 
worthwhile one, and in this merit I 
hope that you find the truth ind 
inner contentment that comes with 
the reali1.ation of your dreams. 

Which sptaker would you like to hear at .......... ...  "'11 

Herman Wouk. It would be nice to set a 
famous person familiar with Y. U. 

Anaml Raltl..aela 
MYP 

Jmor 

Ariel Sharon. He would be one who co.uld 
give a nice, well needed pep-talk to us Y. U . . 
people. 

Berni SI .... 
MVP 

S1i,l;1■1re 

Marcel Marceau "- _ _ _ _  .. 
Molsh Kruzler 

MVP 
SNlor 

Marcus Jastrow, He is the most widely read 
at Y.U. 

Kermit The Frog. 
Amy Salaa 
RIETS '94· 

Very Jalor 

2SU Amsterdam AYe., at 186 St. 
5'Ml55 

Vedllel Com 
MVP 

Selllor 

"Project Elef' Will Enable 1000 Families To Visit Israel 
. In light of rei:ent skepticism or now sponsoring a program, which, 

Israel, even, and in some n:spects, if succ:esful, would enable 1,000 
especially, within the American Jewish families from around the 
Jewish Community, it is indeed a world to visit Israel for one month 
promising sign that thousands of this summer. "Project Eler' is 
Jews will go to Israel at one time, currently backed by a multitude or 
under the . auspices �r one American Jewish Organizations, 
organization. The Jewish Agency is from the Reform movement to 

Orthodox groups. The Americans 
will be "adopted" by Israeli 
families, allowing them to ex
perience Israeli life and give . them 
the opportun ity to study 
educational, career and other 
alternatives in Israel. "Project 
Eler• is geared to provide ex
periences, giving those interested in 
Aliyah an insight into Israeli life, 
and familiariiing oihers with their 
homeland. Participatlng in 
"Project Eler• will be Yeshiva 
University's Rabbi Hershel 
Schachter, 

Rabbi Schachter will be giving 
Shiurim in Yeshivat Kiryat Arba, 
sight of the Yarchei Kallah 
program, from after Tish'a B'av 
until the middle of August. "I will 
be giving Shiurim pertaining to the 
laws of Eretz Israel", said Rabbi 
Schachter, but confessed that if 
there was an increased demand for 
classes on other topics, he would 
be obliged to discuss them. While 
teaching, Rabbi Schachter would 
either stay in Kiryat Arba or 
commute from Jerualem. He wilJ 
take advantage or the e,uenc1td 
summer vacation by remaining in 
Incl from the .cl of June until 
MIios. 

' .  
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Memories or 1be Past 
Vision or '1be Future 

. By RAM R011f ' It seemed like ages since she had 
been captured May 9, 1943, in the 
Wanaw Ohetto .. The '!Prising had 
been a delpentc attempt at self 
praervation · and she was proud to 
have participated in ii. She had 
been one of many children who 

. had 11n1111led neceuities into the 
ghetto u the inhabitants had 
prepared an uprising. Only after 
her protective 1randrather hid her 
only pair of shoes was she forced 
to end the missions that had 
constantly endangered her life. 

But the uprising was just on 
event of the past. Tonight in the 
camp of Maidenek she faced what 

· seemect' like an eternity. She and a 
. few hund� other Jewish girls had 

been packed into� a 'chamber' 
where they wen to receive showers 
that would supposedly rid them of 
the dirt they had accumulated in 
the recent days or labor. Having 
been slaves in the �mp for some 
time, she and her fellow prisoners 
knew t�at the room they occupied 
was not really used for showers. 
Suddenly an officer appeared. He 
•id fhat a miatake had been made. 
He explained that the wrong group 
of girls had been• delivered to the 
showers and that lhosc girls 
present would have to wait until 
momins before · they could ·return 
to the main camp. No one slept 
that nisht. All eyes filled upon. the 
vents and waited. for the moment 
when gaseous fumes would 
emerge. 

Morning anived and the Ger
mans issued the prisoners clothing. 
As she and the others were 
marched back to the main camp, 
their eyes met' those of an 
oncoming group of girls - a 
group condemned . to die. Each 
1roup pused linsle ·file in oppo�te 
directions, - her 8J'OUP to life and 
the other to death. 

Just a few weeks 110, on April 
1 1 -14, 1983, I had the privilege of 
accompanying chis woman to the 
American Gathering of Holocaust 
Survivori in Washington D.C. My 
mother Mt'ill never forget the 
horrors of the holocaust. More 
important, however, she, like other 
survivors, attended the gatherin1 
to insure that the events 9f the 
holocaust will remain indelibly 
imprinted on the pages of history. 
That is why she urged me, a 
member of the 'second generation' 
to join her at the assembly. That. is 
why seventeen thousand people, 
survivon and their children, 

· poured into Washinston for the 
larsest or such gatherings since the 
World War Two era. 

As we entered the survivor's 
convention cenler, my mother saw 
a young girl gently leading her 
elder mother through the halls. My 

.. ,.--

mother br.gan to cry. When she 
- regaintd her �mposure, she ex
phined that she had thought or the 
ease wilh which this woman mi1ht 
have been killed and her Hnk to 
future generations termi"8ted. She 
wiped her tears and told me that if 

. she had not survived my brothen, 
iisters, nieces ind nephew would 
ha� never been .born. 

As time passed in this historical 
gathering, I convened with more 
survivors and listened to various 
speakers. · I soon beian - to ap
preciate the courase displayed by 
these survivors as they · confronted 
death. For years, the thought that 
Jews had gone like 'sheep to their 
slaughter' troubled me. In the past, 
I had seen pi�tures of my inother's 
family at a wedding in the Warsaw 
ghetto. Out of twenty-one people 
in the picture, only my mother and 
a cousin had survived .. "How could 
Jews have remained so passive in 
the face or death?" I, remember 
asking myself. My mother, in an 
atlempt to answer my question, 
once told me lhat none had ever 
thought that humanity could sink 
to the low level it did in Nazi 
Germany. She ·described · how my 
grandfather, even at the entrance 
to Maidenek� refused to believe 
that death was near. He insisted 
that my . mother was stupid for 
crying, as they were only beina 
relocated. But somehow my 
mother's aniwer had never 
satisfied me. Yet, as I wa\ched the 
survivors at the gathering, I saw a 
certain determination in their eyes 
- a determination that made me 
aware that ·· the prisoners had 
resisted. They had fought a daily 
baltle against slavery, · disease, 
starvation and dehumanization. 

I remembered the feelings my 
mother often described she had felt 
in Auschwitz, and I .  realized that 
overy prisoner had fought two 
wars; one . war against Nazi . 
Germany, the other against death 
itself. My mother had often related 
how she had been templed to 
throw herself against the electric 
wire fence. Life was miserable and 
death was a welcome have for her. 
Yet she survived. 

As I left the gathering, I thou1ht 
about the thousands of survivors I 
had seen over a period of just three 
days. What will happen when this 
generation dies out? Will their 
feelings and emotions die out as 
well? Will their concerns that 
rucure generations remember the 
holocaust survive the . passase or 
time? I departed r rom the gather
ing inspired with a sen.e or 
mission that I, along with other . 
children of survivon, must carry. 

We, too, are survivors and we 
owe it to those who did not survive 
to convey the message of the 
holocaust to future generations. - • .  • . 
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destiny and proof or its capacity 
for courage and endurance, that its 
is the choice between leading a 
year of banality and pau\vity or 
revolting •�d creating. This is not 
only its · right, but ill obli,ation, • 
too. Like the phoenix, we can rise 
from the ashes of past generations' 
failures and bear this right and 
perform this obligation. 

There is an anecdote · about 
Tolstoy who said in the middle or 
a •discussion, "All right, I'll start 
tomorrow - if you will too." The 
comment was willy, and had a 
profound truth to all those 
pessimists. But not to those 
opli_mists who believe in man. To 
them it is only despairing repudia
tion or men who have witnesses 
futilities of past student bodies. We 
do not need to dedicate ourselves 
to be Joans or Arc toward an end 
which we will not see . because 
railure will bum. All it requires is a 
little devotion from every student. 
Put your hands in and help wake 
these dreams to reality. The 
fulfillment of this fool's paradise 
demands more than just the 
cooperation or a few suitely sitting 
officers behind cloacd doon. It 
cans for you. Get ta,ohed! 

W ....... y, May 25, 191.1 

AND -MORE. NEWS .•. 

New Attendance Policy EMtablidled 
- . 

May 4-The Yeshiva College Senate today· voted to pass a proposal 
dealins with "class attendance and unlimited c�ta." . . 

The new proposal calla for all inatructon to keep attendance records 
for the coming semester, which will be analyzed by the office or the 
Dean at the conlcusion of each semester. 

After reviewing the attendance records, the dean would then report 
.. his finding to the Senate and to the Yeshiva College faculty. 

Under the new proposal, if a student is showrn to have been 
excessively absent from a course, he will be "ainons those consulted in 
assessing the reasons for the poor attendance." 

The proposal, which was pasacd unanimously, will 10 into effect this 
coming fall. 

Health Minor To Be Revived 
May 10-The Public Health Minor at Yeshiva College will be 
"revived" next fall, Dr. Norman Rosenfeld, dean, announced today. 

According to Dr. Rosenfeld, although the courses required · for the 
minor have not. been offered in past years, four or the five courses are 
scheduled · to be taught next year. Professors Lindenthal and Lennard 
will be teaching the minor, which offers such cou�s as 
"Epidemiology," "Public Health," and "Community and Social 
Psychiatry." 

· Dean . Rosenfeld indicated that the revival or the minor "offers 
exciting options for pre-health students who are required to take a 
health minor." He also added that the public Health minor "offers a 
potential career option for students int�rested in the h�lth field, but 
who · do npt intend to apply to medical or dental school," he .said. 

New Y_. 'Stace Gott,_, Marlo c..o· wlll ......, ., 1-,-11 
... ftll ad wll realYe u lmorary deplt at Yml,a Unlfflllty's 5211d 
A-I c ......... t exerd•, to .._ held Thlnday •111lna, June 9, 
at 10:AM at Ille 'Main Center. 

()ther hollonry depee Ndplents llldaclt (r,_ top, left to rl1ht), 
Yehada Ben-Meir, Depaty for Foreign Affaln ud •IIIJler of the Knewt 
of Israel; Jomttian B. Blllpam, lormer"COllll'tllalall from New York's 
23rd District who semd 11 die US. ff•• of Repmentadtes for IS 
ynn; Professor Lucy Datldowlcz, aathor of ''TIie War Aaalnst Jews, 
19l.l-l9'S, ud former profesmr of boloeaat studies at YU; (botco111, left 
to right), Rallbl Altln Marcus, splrltaal leader of Conansatlon Alla,u 
Adllm B'nal Jacob aad Datld In West Oruae, N.J. ;Murlee Sa,aJ, 
retired luuranee exeaadte from Boltoll ud bmefactor of the Unl,enlty, • 
whose 11ft to the U11lnnlty malted Ill the •mini of RIETS Rabbi 
Joseph B. Sole•eltdllk Cmter of RabMnlc Stalin at die recent 
Semtka.h; and Berta V. Scharrer, profeaor emerita of �tomy Md 
111111roidence at AECOM. At rlpt Is Dr, Norman La■■, . Pretldent, 
Y nld,a UIIIYenlty. 

The Monledlal Ben Datld for lffllee to World Jewry wlD be alffll to 
Elaine Winik, president of tbe Ulllted Jewish A,....1 GI Greater New 
York. 

-..,..- --_ -

JI Letters To The- Ed-itor ' II 
Not. Eno11gl,! 

To die E411mr: 
As this year is drawing to a 

close, my RtlJIJ, said to us that the 
school years are too short to 
accomplish what � should. To 
make things eYCn worse, we only 
have mlur four days per week. It is 
unfair. If MVP can have sltlurlm 
on Sundays and in June (after final 
exams), why can't JSS and IBC? I 
cannot sec any reason wh)' not. 

I feel that JSS and IBC should 
start giving sltlurlm on Sundays 
and after final exams in June. In 
addition, there should be time ·set 
aside for JSS and JDC talmldlm to 
have learning .rtd�, in the Bets 
Mtd,o.d,, Especially for Baa/el 
Te.'1tuw,, who come lo JSS without 

any Yeshiva b .. cksround; this is 
the only way to compen•te for a 
1011 of twelve years or yeshiva 
education in under four Yean: 

In any case, with this proposal, 
talmtdim would be able to come 
out of Yeshiva University after 
r our years with a strong 
background in Torah, as well as 
getting into Med/Dent/Law 
school or accounting or whatever 
other profession. 

. 

Dani E. Goldin 
JSS, YC 1984 

Last Recall 
To The Editor: 

During the two years I have 
spent at Yeshiva I consider myself 
lucky to have met a kind, helpful, 

small ponion. or administrators, 
teachers, Rabbis and friends. In 

· Mrs. Vivian Owegang, I ,  have 
discovered a woman whom upon 
seconds notice, was willing · and 

, able to intercede on my behalf, in 
any problem that arose. I can 
truthfully state that she was selfless 
and I shall always hold special 
feelings for her. To another dear 
friend, Rabbi Jack Reiner the 
ideals or caring, love and sincerity 
were truly marks of his everyday 
living. Dr. Levine expressed for 
myself a dedicated and competent 
individual, always willing to share 
of his great knowledge. In the 
short semester that I have known 
lhe Cltacham Gaon l have found an 
individual who is always willing 
and able to help. My regrets stem 
rrom the fact lhat I had not mel 
him any sooner. 

· ·-Tlie relationship which · 1 had 
with my roommate durin1 · my fint 
year at Yeshiva College was no 
ordinary one. It was one in which I 
discovered the qualities of an 
individul whom I could actually 
refer to as "my best friend." David 
Singer will be getting married 
November 23 and he deserves all 
the best with his new roommate. 

I want to thank Elliot Hersch 
for the time we, spent together as 
Chevrutalr. Learning was always 
something special during our night 
.reder. I wish all the best to Yumi 
Borgen who is getting married 
June 20. The work he did for the 
Ma.rmid was always capable and 
succeeded in joining us in 
friendship. 

I want to thank my true friends 
David Shapiro, Allan Kestenbaum, 
Mark Berger, Allan Berger, David 

Papier, Howie Dublin, Stuart 
Berger, Marc Breslaw, Harold 
Tepler, Lenny Bessler, Gary Weiss 
an_d my present roommate Allan 
for being just that. True friends! I 
also want to give special recogni
tion to the "coolest guy I have ever 
met," Joey Weinreich. The slickest 

· guys of the school also deserve 
some recognition - Bernie and 
Greg. And not to forget Howie, 
the: funniest of them all. 

Jacob Pleeter is in a class by 
himself. Aside from being a leader 
in the Economic Society, he is a 
sincere friend whose kindness and 
generosity I could always count 
on. His home has always been 
warm, friendly and open. 

If I, as a foreign student were 
requested to direct one statement, 
or criticism to the Yeshiva College 
(Continued on Pagt 12, Col. 4/ 
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In Review 
(Contlnutd from Page 7, Col. 5) 

which all instruction becomes cold 
and tireless." Foremost among 
them is my Rtbbt and my teacher, 
. Dr. Tendler, who embodies all that 
Y.U. is supposed to be about. Not 
one to pay lip service to the Torah 
U'Mada slogan, he lives i t  and 
shares it  selflessly, with his 
students in his Shiurim, in his 
Biology classes and his late · night 
lectures on medical ethics. f also 
owe a debt to my other Rahbeim, 
Rav B ronspigel and  Rav 
Schachter, but especially to Rav 
Ginsburg, whose devotion to his 
students enabled him not only to 
know each and every one or us by 
name, but also to become rully 
involved in every aspect or our 
growth and education. Among the 
College Faculty, I must first thank 
Dr; Moshe Bernstein; my teacher 
both in and out of class. If the 
entire ye Faculty wete committed 
as ·.fie:· is, then; V :U: would be a 
much better institution. In his 
short stay here, Dr. Potvin, whose 
thoughtful and challenging ap
proach to his courses, and easy 
going demeanor made every class 
enjoyable has distinguished himself 
as one or the finest instructors to 
join the faculty in recent years. 
There are only about a dozen YC 
students who know Dr. Bernard 
Ackerman, who led a weekly 
evening seminar on the life of Sir 
William Osler. fn his own way, he 
embodied the Osler that he 
introduced US JO - by coming up 
to Y.U. each Monday night arter a 
full day of work to teach (without 
pay by Y.U.) simply to share his 
feelings about the genius and spirit 
that was Osler. I would also like to 
thank Dr. Schneider, Dr. Haahr 
and Rabbi Carmy for letting me 
get to know them, not only as 
teachers, but as people. 

In a column earlier this year, I 
said that students were Y.U.'s 
most valuable resource, and now 
six months later, I am only more 
convinced. The friends that I have 
made here are, without doubt, the 
most worthwhile addition that I 
will take with me as f leave Y.U. 
Andy, Elliot, the Yaakovs, Moshe, 
Mike and Barry - it's been a lot 
or fun.  To Larry and Dovid, my 
roommates, thanks for your help, 
endless t rips· to the printer, and in 
general for putting up with the 
chaos that was our room this year 
(telephones and all). And to Jeff, 
whose simple humanity, sensitivity 
and decency have kept us friends 
since the fourth grade. 

And finally, to my family - my 
parents, my brother Jonathan and 
my grandmother - for allowing 
me to grow, experiment and 
develop in my own way, and just 
for being there. 

• • • 
To 8-Z and the Governing 

Board of 1983-84, I am eager and 
yet reluctant to relinquish the 
exhiliration and frustartion that 
together comprise The Commen
tator. During a discussion of Don 
Quixote, during a class on the day 
following the elevation of the new 
Board, the Proressor said, "To be 
an idealist in this world, you have 
to be a little crazy." B-Z, I 
remember only too well how you 
must reel at this time, and though 
you won't believe me now, there is· 
some truth in that remark. It is a 
lesson which I am only now 
beginning to learn; · .· · • . .  

Berore I sat down to write my 
rarewell column, I compared the 
last few Editors-in-Chiers first and 
lastcoh.1mns; fn nearly all of them, 
the tone abruptly shifts from 
optimism to bitter resigned di�p
pointment. To avoid falling prey to 
this contagious and apparently 
inevitable disillusionment (which 
seems to stem from shattered 
idealism) keep in mind another 
comment by Osler, " . . .  we have 
ideals, which mean much, and they 
are rea lizable, which means more." 
No matter what happens next year, 
never forget the elation, hope and 
optimism you felt the night you 
were elected, and you'll be just 
tine. • • • 

Nearly a month after the Soviet 
Jewry lobby trip I mentioned 
earlier, and long after I had all but 
forgotten about it, I received a 
letter from Congressman Guy 
Vander Jagt saying that he had co
signed a letter to President Reagan 
on the Soviet Jewish problem. 
Thus, (aside from the individual 
experiences provided to the partici
pants), the trip did succeed in 
accomplishing its goal. 

It seems only yesterday that I 
watched my first sunrise over 
Da!Wiger Campus as the finishing 
touches to The Commentator 
layout were applied. Yet it is only 
now, after release from the 
seemingly endless treadmill of 
deadlines for the paper, that f have 
the time and the perspective to 
begin evaluating this past year. In 
recent weeks, I have been asked 
repeatedly if I had the chance, 
would I become Editor-in-Chief 
again. It is a question I honestly · 
can not answer yet. 

OHA VEI SHALOM TSEDAKA FUND 
In eterna l memory of 

Rahhi Solomon P. Wohlielemter zt"I 
For our unfortunate brethren in Israel 

and Religious Refusniks in Russia 

Judah Wohlgelernter 
YU Repre.1w1tatil'e 
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While recently staring idly out of 
Jl classroom window I noticed 
maintenancemen assembling the 
graduation platform. This con
struction on Danciger Campus 
caused me to reflect on the past 
four years. I 'vividly remember 
walking into my first college class 
(Biology!) and listening to Rabbi 

. Tendler describe in detail the life 
cycle of Clostridium hotolinum. I 
walked out of the room with my 
head spinning wondering if I had 
come to the "right" university. 

For four vears I listened to and 
participated· in discussions about 
all the problems that Yeshiva had. 
Almost every issue of 1be Com
mtntator had a column, letter, or 
editorial critical of the university. 
All of this negative talk did not 
bring about any positive changes. 
Many students became "Arm 
Chair Philosophers", each with his 
own solution to Yeshiva's 
problems. These same students 
never attended a senate meeting, 
student council meeting or even 
know who their student. represen
tatives were. ·It seemed that their 
only extra-.curricular activity was 
complaining. On the other hand 
there were students who realized 
Y.U. was not perfect, but were 
willing to work within its 
framework to bring about change. _ 
These students channeled their 
energies into projects that made 
college life more fulfilling. Ob
viously this type of student leaves 
Y.U. knowing that he effected 
worthwhile changes that will 

benefit incoming students, while 
the "Arm Chair Philosophers" 
leave Y.U. · disillusioned. 

When I made mv decision to 
attend Y .U. it was ·not based on 
the school's graduate school place
ment record but rather to par
ticipate in Dr. Revel's great Torah 
U'Modah experiment. Like all 
Y.U. lab experiments, this one 
worked - sort of. At the start of 
mv vears at Yeshiva there seemed 
to· be something missing. The 
recession had taken its toll on 
student's goals. They needed to 
work 24 hours a dav to ensure that 
their a lmighty G.P.A.'s remained 
high. The number of extra
curricular activities seemed 
almost nil. Recently a major 
turnaround has taken place. Stu
dents are coming out of their dorm 
rooms and participating in Israel 
Affairs Committee activities, lec
ture series and trips to the U.S. 

· Civil Court in New York. Depart
ment heads and societies are no 
longer afraid to invite important 
speakers to Yeshiva only to have a 
handful of students show up. 

One of the changes that is still in 
motion is reflected · in the courses 
offered at Y.C. If one were to look 
at a catalogue from four years ago, 
most the the courses offered could 
also be found at other universities. 
The school failed to bring its 
unique philosophy into the 
class room. Recently this has been 
corrected . This semester I audited 
a new course called Biological 
Aspects of Bioethics. Rabbi Ten- . 

HELP WANTED 

Private economics school in midtown Manhattan seeks college · 
student P/T, 1 5  hrs per wk, 55 per hour, beginning Sept. 1 983. 
Diversified duties. Economics/Education background preferred . 
Please call or send resume to L. Pulini, c/o HGS, 5 E. 44th St. ,  

NYC, N.Y. 1 0017,  21 2-697-9880.-
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Aireement "In Principle" 

Rabbi Jacob Rabinowitz, dean 
of Undergraduate Jewish Studies 
at Yeshiva University and dean of 
the Isaac Breuer College of 
Hebraic Studies, indicated that 
although he is inclined toward 

dler created this course to awaken 
future {rum physicians to the 
etltical problems they will face 
everv dav on the wards. Just last 
mondav Rabbi Tendler delivered a 
lecture ·on being SHOMER SHAB

BOS in medical school. ft is for 
these activities and courses that f 
chose Yeshiva. ·I can only hope 
that the class of 1987 will leave 
with even more than I did. 

Regardless of all the slogans and 
philosophies that Yeshiva fails to 
live up to. it was the fascinating 
facultv and students that I met at 
Yeshiva that made my stay 
worthwhile. There are many peo- · 
pie who have made my tenure here 
a pleasant one and I would like to 
thank them. Rabbi Tendler, who 
taught me how one can live of 
synthesis without getting lost. 
Rabbi Louis Bernstein, whose 
years of teaching experience make 
me realize how little I know and 
whose individual attention gave me 
the desire to know. more. In a class 
that met once a week (with over 30 
students) he knew everyone by 
their first name and kept track of 
·everyone's progress, Dr. Schneider, 
the lessons I have learned in your 
class are all important. It is a 
shame that one must become a 
senior and as a result get 
seniorities. Dr. Potvin ,  the lessons 
I learned in your biology courses 
will not soon be forgotten. The 
tremendous amount of time you 
spent teaching me in the classroom 
and laboratory were among the 
best of my college career. 

This school's most precious asset 
i.s its student body. I cherish the 
warmth and comaraderie I have 
found here. Vorch, Larry, Dovid, 
Schribes, Elliot, I can't say 
anything that will not be self
incriminating. It has been an 
incredible year and I wish all of 
vou onlv the best. Michael, we 
finally made it. Mark , enjoy the 
Bronx but keep your eyes and ears 
open. Finally, I would like to wish 
the new Copy staff a fruitful and 
productive year. 

favoring the proposa l "in princi
ple." there are a number of points 
that must be discussed before such 
a proposal may he ratified. 

The committee is expected to 
meet with Mr. Stanley H. Kaplan. 
founder of the test preparation 
center. in the coming weeks. 

YU Employee Caught In Felony 

Ahove: Mike Rosenbloom the 
selected valedictorian of 

Yeshiva College 
Mike attended M.T.A. high 

school and continued his 
religious studies by spending a 
year at Beil Medrash L'Torah 
in Jerusalem. At Yeshiva 
College Mike completed a 
major in English Lilerature 
and is currently completing a 
Bible Major at Isaac Brever 
College . 

In his four years at Yeshiva, 
Mike accumulated a very 
impressive academic and 
extra-curricular record. 

In the coming year, Mike 
plans to attend Harvard Law 
School and he will supplement 
his studies by working as a 
Law Clerk in a major Law 
firm . 

Reflecting on his 4 years at 
Yeshiva. Mike stated that. 
"Attending a small University 
afforded me the opportunity 
to participate in a wide-range 
of exciting extra-curricular 
activities . This experience will 
he the cornerstone of my 
col lege careeer." 

By ALAN RUBINSTEIN 
May 12 - Two men were 

arrested tonight as they attempted 
to steal refrigerators, televisions, 
and other appliances from the 
Morgenstern Dormitory storage 
cellar. Security guards were first 
called to the scerie when a Yeshiva 
College Junior, Ari, Greenspan, 
looked out of his sixth floor 
window and spotted the alleged 
perpetrators carrying refrigerators 
in the Morg parking lot. He 
quickly called two fellow students, 
Ron Katz and Moishe Kranzler, 
who, followed by two security 
guards, raced to the scene of the 
crime. Upon reaching the locked 
lot entrance, the students and 
guards confronted two men. As 
one man dropped the refrigerator 
he was carrying to produce a 
Yeshiva University employee iden
tification card. his fleeing partner 
escaped in a mysterious dark 
colored sedan .  The Y.U. employee 
claimed to he "tak ing the 
refrigerator to fix overn ight," hut 
security guard Felix Davis refused 
to he duped hy the suspect's ploy. 

He apprehended the suspect 
whi le a growi ng group of students 
gathered around a nearhy van 
which was apparently in tended for 
the t ra nsport of the stolen 

merchandise. The students dis• 
covered an additional stolen 
refrigerator in the van, but the 
driver, a third suspect, denied any 
knowledge of foul play. Two police 
officers soon arrived on the scene 
and proceeded to arrest the two 
suspects for possession of stolen 
property. 

Lt. Steve Saunders of Yeshiva 
University Security (and next 
year's Director of Security and 
Safety) remarked that "Security 
guard Felix Davis should get 

. specia I mention for his Ii ne job." 
When Mr. Kranzler was asked to 
comment on his heroic behavior in  
apprehending the two suspects, he 
replied. "I thought I recognized 
them from shiur." Police officer 
Murray Cohen praised the conduct 
of the students and guards of 
Yeshiva University and said that 
the suspects will he arraigned in  
court on Friday morning, May 1 3 . 

This incident marks the second 
time in two months tha t  Yeshiva 
employees were a m.:sted for 
possession of stolen i tems. Last 
month. a former mem her of the 
Y .U .  Li hrary staff was a r rested on 
ch:tr)!eS of gr.ind larcem . second 
lkgrce . In a rela ll:d inc iden t .  that 
su spect al legedly stole S� �0.000 in  
ran: hooks from t h e  Y . l J . l . i hrar�·. 
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The Brooklyn Bridge 
"'--...--.;._ ___ ..;._ ______________ By SHELDON PICKHOLZ 

Mav 24. 1 883 marks the 100th 
anniversarv of one of New York's 
most idcn.tifiable landmarks: The 
Brooklyn Bridge. 1600 feet across 
its main span. requiring 14 years to 
complete. and doubling the length 
of any previously built bridge. the. 
Brooklyn Bridge . represents . a 
triumph in civil engineering. art. 
and man's dynamic ability to 
surpass his previous achievements. 

he national monuments. support cars �s affortlessly as they · 

. · '  . , :.: 

BERNSTEIN'S 

· The Brookl�n Bridge stands as a 
landmark in Bridge construction. 
The bridge was the first to use steel 
cable instead of the heavier and 
weather iron that now had been 
the standard. Innovation through 
the use of steel cable is directly 
responsibl,e for the ability to build 
the world's longest bridges that 
exceed the Brooklyn Bridge by 
3000 feet. 

Of equal importance is the 
bridge's representation as a 
paragon of art in the form of civil 
structure. Its visionary designer, 
John Roehling. predicted: 

Its most conspicious features, 
the towers . . . will be entitled to 

In 1964 the Brooklyn Bridge was did horse 'drawn carriages. 
designated a national landmark. However. a� a source of inspira-

Whcn crossing the bridge one tion the bridge must be kept in 
confronts the massive gothic proper perspective. In an age 
arches cutout of the granite towers where we regard poor performance 
supporting the ,cables. Although as coirimon place we look at the 
steadfast and powerful. they do exemplary not only with respect 
not seem intimidating. Conversaly, but with a sense of awe as well .  By 
thev invite one to enter under them lowering standards and raising 
to · the main span. The central levels of tolerance we have lifted 
segment of the span has been the extraordinary to the mythical. 
' likened to a great cathedral. Accomplishments may be viewed 
However. worship is pointed to in two wavs. Man can rest on his 
store. steel. and sky. The walls are laurels and be satisfied with 
the web of suspenders and superlatives of the past. Or he can 
diagonal stays rising to the towers continuously pcrservale to raise 
and cables to support the roadway. perfection to a higher level. not to l . 
Windows. created by their intersec- · surpass but only to elevate. 
tion. play with light creating a · On Mav 24 1 883 New York 
million shadows. The ceiling is Congressman· Abrams Hewitt said: 
simply the .blue of the sky atop the No one shall see it and not feel 
towers. . prouder to be a man. 

The Brooklyn Bridge represents The Brooklyn Bridge surely 

1 1 '\ I •· .. ,l • ' , ;  1n i ! 
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10% DISCOUNT TO ALL 

Y .U. STUDENTS 

Yehuda Blum 
a victory in the struggle against deserves the host of honors 
mediocrity. Standing 100 years, it bestowed · upon it. However, it 
is still perfect with no inherent must not be used as a crutch to 
design flaws. It's cables buift with legitamize second rater performan
a six-fold saf\ey facto� that now ces. Instead, it must be used as a 

-------------------------- . ladd.er to. reach greater heights. 
commitment to you, and perhaps 

(Continued .from Page J. Co/; 5/ 
Israel. · fn contrast, the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan has not 
been dealt with since January, 
1 980. ·The tinderboxes of Poland 
and Kampuchea have received 
similar lack of attention. This 
unilateral hostility directed against 
Israel is reflected even in U.N. 
terminology. Blum dismissed the 
reference to the "Middle East 
Crisfs" as a misnomer since it is 
applied only to the Arab-Israeli 
conflict, ignoring, in effect, the 31 
other major tensions fermenting in 
that region. Prominent among the 
latter is the Iran-Iraq war which 
has yielded a tremendous impact 
on the world economy. 

242 merely calls for "a just 
solution of the refugee problem," 
deliberately omitting any mention 
of creating a new Palestinian 
state-there simply was no need 
for one. Obscuring this fact, the 
Arab leadership invoked the cry of 
"sel r-determ ination, ". which 
always strikes a responsive chord 
at the UN. as a means of isolating 
Israel from other member nations. 
·Blum cited ·the status of Germans 
affected bv the redefined boun
daries of · Germany and Poland 
after World War II in order to 
prove that residence outside of 
one's national boundaries is not 
tantamount to deprivation of self
determination. 

Salary Increase 
(Conti1111td from Pagr 2, Col. iJ 

Evaluation Team of . the Middle 
States Association was also im
pressed by the deg�c of faculty 
concern for the University and in 
their Interim Report recommend 
.. that the salary/  question be 
examined, in depth and in careful 
manner, as the fi�ancial problems 
o( the University :are resolved." 

What do we as faculty do for 
you, the student body'? Consider 
the case of the sew English 
Department, which 1 chair. This 

. example is by no . means unique 
since many disciplines in the 
University are understaffed, and 
all faculty members perform com
parable functions. Our department 
has two full-time members, 
whereas it once had five and six. 
Between us, over the years, we 
have prepared and taught some 
forty-five individual courses, in
cluding English, American, �uro; 
pean. and Classical literature. We 
revise our course offerings yearly 
to meet the changing needs of our 
students, as well as to provide that 
breadth and fleJtibility which the 
new sew General Education Core 
Requirement affords. We counsel 
and advise students in almost every 
area and write innumerable letters 
of recommendation. (There is no 
secretarial assistance available, 
although most of . us, in other 
institutions, were provided with 
such help ·when we were · mere 
Graduate Assistants.) Along with 
our colleagues, we serve on diverse 
School, Divisional, and University 
committees. Among our particular 
committee responsibilities, we 
chair the sew Ac:ademic Stan
dards and Curriculum Committees. 
Let me tell you from personal 
experience exactly what this 
means. It took three years of 
meetings to produce the new Stern 
General Education Core. Almost . 
all of the meetings of the third and 

· onlv fruitful vear were held at 
night after every· Committee mem
ber had put in a full day's work. 
These hours w"crc our gift to you, 
and they were a generous gift when 
you consider that the faculty 
members of this Committee receive 
salaries that arc frequently less and 
often not very much more than 
sanitation workers in the City of 
New York. Indeed, some salaries 
are so low that you, ' as new 
graduates, would disdain them 
even for your first, entry-level 
positions. 

It has long been obvious that the 
administration holds the faculty in 
C0Rtempt because of our deep 

we are mad to do-...what we do. But 
if we should. regain our sanity, 
what would it mean to you, our 
students: · few new courses: ex
aminations that are easier to grade 
but do not challenge your 
analytical, critical, or verbal 
powers: fewer papers - I know 
that some of you would applaud 
this, but you would only . be 
cheating yourselves: less counsel
ing: less guidance; less general 
participation in school activities; 
limited service on those commit
tees which serve your interests. 
Ultseek supplementary employ
ment to provide even a modest 
standard of living for themselves 
and their families. I am only sorry 
that in the end the loss will be 
yours. 

Laurel Trelldter ffatl'ary 
sew, Dept. of F.ntllsh 

Disinterested 

. (Continued from Page 2, Col. 5} 
TAGAR was originally es

tablished to fight_ the growing 
infiltration of Arab propaganda 
and Anti-Israel lies on American 
University campuses. Since the 
Hostile Arab population in Y.U. is 
Nil, TAGAR's purpose is served 
by uniting the voices of Yeshiva 
Students in speaking out to protest 
anti-Israel actions. This purpose is 
not achievable until we fight the 
enemy which is within us now, 
apathy. The fac:t that there was no 
representation by the student 
council , who's fresh campaign 
promises to abolish apathy. re- , 
mains ripe i n  our minds, shows 
our battle has not even begun. 

The charge has been filed. The . 
plea goes out to you to fight 
apathy and Arabs. The verdict is 
in your hands: 

For True 

Home Style Cuisine 

come to: 

Israel and Lebanon 

(Continued from Page 7, Col. 5} 
Syrian forces from Let,anne soil -
together with , the lsnel Defense 
Forces now -st1donecl In Southem 
Lebanon. 

�roposition (D) - security 
measures - will require carefully 
worked-out follow-up measures 
and arrangements, to ensure that 
the security region set up in 
Southern Lebanon under the--terms 
of the . agreement will indeed 
perform the function i t  is intended 
to perform. 

The lsraeli�Lebanese negotia
tions were impeded and com
plicated all along, by domestic 
Lebanese difficulties and mainty by 
pressure exerted on Lebanon by 
Syria. Saudi Arabia, and by the 
attempt to conclude an agreement 
which corresponds with "The Arab 
Conwnus" which saysJ10 peace, no 
recoanltlon, ind no negodadon with 
Israel. This Arab pressure on 
Lebanon gave unnecessary oppor
tunities to the Soviet Union to try 
to prevent positive conclusion of 
the negotiation. 

Israel's Concessions 
Israel, fully aware of Lebanon's 

sensitivities in this regard, went out 
of its way to make concessions 
designed to smooth the way to an 
agreement .  Thus, · when the 
Lebanese delegation pleaded its 
Arab affiliation to justify its 
opposition to Israel's proposal that 
the present talks culminate in the 
signing of a peac:e treaty, Israel 
agreed to forego this most natural 
and reasonable of proposals and to 
content itself, for the time being, 
with a pragmatic arraogement of 
"good neighborly relations." Nee-
dless to say, concessions could 
neither be offered nor made on 
issues that, Israel felt, touched vital 
security concerns. 

B'TEAVON 

LUNCHEONETTE 

INC. 

Jn the final analysis, Israel found 
it possible to make the concessions 
it did, because they paved the waf 
for an. agreemc'nt that docs contain 
the four essential propositions 
mentioned in the first paragraph of 
this paper - as well as a number 

4t· of additional clauses . that lend a 
measure of substance and meaning 
to these basic propositons. 

2549 Amsterdam Ave. 

N.Y., N.Y. 10033 

It is to be hoped that this 
agreement will serve as the 
foundation· of a growing un
derstanding between Israel and 
Lebanon, leading ul.timately to the 
extension of the peace process, 
begun at Camp David, to all of 
Israel's neighbors. 
The precedin!( was received.from the 
C on.fu/ate General of l.trael in N. Y. 

The · ambassador isolated Arab 
frustration as the root cause of 
their antagonism towards Israel. 
A rab  leader s ,  awash i n  
petrodollars, sought to make a 
scapegoat [out of] Israel in order 
to divert the hostility of their 
impoverished subjects. These 
demagogues profit by the Palesti
nian plight and have ever refused 
to absorb the refugees, even bac� 
in 1948 when t�e latter only 
constituted several thousand souls. 
The arab intransigence towards 
recognizing Israel's essential right 
to exist also stems from a 
heightened sense of Pan-Arabism, 
which is repulsed and threatened 
by a. Jewish presence in their self
proclaimed "Arab East." 

Ambassador Blum debunked the 
myth of the •�homeless Palestinian 
nation," exposing the clamor for 
Palestinian statehood as a subtle 
attempt by the Arab League· to 
liquidate Israel. The aftermath of 
the Six-Day War saw the first 
Arab reference to the stateless 
Palestinians and the U.N. pi�ked 
up on this notion in 1969. Blum 
attributes the pre-1 967 absence of 
any such claim to the tacit 
recognition of Jordan · as the 
Palestinan Arab State. In fact, 
Jordan constitutes 77% of the 
original British mandate and 
Palestinians make up the majority 
of her citizenry, as well as her 
economic and professional 
backbone. King Hussein · remains 
the single Non-Palestinian entity in 
Jordan .  The "sacred" Resolution 

Foreign Students 

(Continued from Page JO, Col. 5) 
. student body, it would be the 
following. For the first time in my 
life I have been forced to spend a 
Purim Seudah alone. In a school of 
900 individuals J was left to share 
the Yom-Tov with Myself. To 
most of the students here, the 
dormitory is a way to get away 
from home for 3 nights a .  week . 
For a foreign student or even an 
out of towner the dormitorv 
represents home. I notice the ease 
with which . students who will be 

Blum justified Israel's instant 
· rejection of the recent Reagan 

peace plan. as well as the alleged 
Fez "peac:e" plan, on the grounds 
that . such proposals are not 
consistent with the provisions of 
. the Camp David accords. The 
accords call for and guarantee 
direct · negoitaitons between Israel, 
Egypt. the United States, and 
elected Palestinian representatives 
concerning the status ofcontrover
sial territories. thus, Israel, mindful 
of her own legitimate rights, rejects 
any -peace overture which dictates 

' pre-determined concessions. A 
breakdown of the . Fez propsal 
shows a list of Arab demands from 
Israel with a single oblique 
confirmation of the rights of all 
states in the regioA to live in peace. 
Blum quoted well-placed Arab 
leaders who expressly denied that 
Israel was included therein, since 
she is not considered a legitimate 
state. Blum c1Mcd by reiterating 

· lsrclel's fervent desire 'to live in 
peace with all -her neighbors and 
invited them to sit down and 
negotiate peace. 

In the ensuing question-and
answer period, Blum received a 
standing ovation when he confir
med the legality and the importan- · 
ce of Jewish settlements in Judea 
and Samaria. He also related the 
standing Israeli policy of shunning 
any personal contact with am
bassadors from the hostile Arab 
countries. The ambassador 
categorically denied that he suf
fered any frustration from his job 
since frustration implies previous 
expectations. Instead. he perceives 
his ambassador role as one in 
which he at least sets the record 
straight and in which he continual
ly asserts the sovereignty of Israel 
as a nation equally seated among 
the nations of the world. 

touring Europe for the summer tell 
me "I'll stav at vour house." Don't 
they realize· that I haven't been in a 
home the last fiftv,two weeb?! 

Credit should ·be given where 
credit is due. Mv two ,·cars in 
Y.U. have · been educational. fun. 
and generally "a blast" (with the 
exception of the run around That I 
had from office to office). 

To the students of Y .  l1 . I iust 
ask them to rememher their 
options. Thev can .tllow a foreil!n 
student to remain foreil!n. M th�,. 
can welcome him into· their l'\''" 
homes. . 

'.'lathan Fruchter y .r. R� 
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Middle States 
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 5) 

· Association), · which will then 
advise Yeshiva University of its 
findings. 

On-going E,alulatlon 
The visit to the Israeli i¥titu

tions · is part of an on-going 
evaluation program by the Middle 
States • Association of study 
programs abroad. 

The Association, which accredits 
colleges and universities in the 
Middle States region, evaluated 
programs in England and France 
in 198 1 ,  and decided to continue 
with additional program assess
ments for this academic year. 

16 Guldllnes 
According to a policy mem

morandum written by Dr. Robert 
Kirkwood, executive director of 
the Association, sponsors of the 
study abroad programs, along with · 
the respective foreign insitutions of 
study, are evaluated in the light of 
16  guidelines which the Associa
tion uses during the evaluating 
process,' 

Included among the criteria is 
. that study abroad programs should 

include "clearly defined criteria 

. Rabbi Borenstein 
(Coniinued froni Page 4, Col. J) 

on the faculty of Mesifta Tifureth 
.Yerushalayim on Manhattan's 
Lower East Side, a yeshiva 
founded by Rabbi Moshe Feins
tein, Sh'lita. In 1943 he joined the 
RIETS faculty. 

As a Rosh Yeshiva, Rabbi 
Borenstein was known for his 
analytical mind, brilliance in 
learning, integrity and excellence 
of character. 

Survivors include. his wife Guta, 
a son, Rabbi Shmuel Borenstein of 
the Bronx, and three daughters, 

, Mrs . . Fay 8-lsam ·of Flushi_ng; 
· Mrs. Chaya Hinhman of Chicago; 
and Mrs. Sima Berlin of 
Jerusalem. 

Secular Music 
(Cot1tllfllfti .from Pag� 1, Col. 5J 

listening to? Can it be? Is it really 
Olivia Newton John's "Let's Get 
Physical"? Joe is so shocked that 
he tells Rabbi Feinstein he's not 
feeling well · and leaves. 

On the way home Joe is totally 
confused. After all, he tells himself, 
he's been listening to Olivia and 
others like her for years and didn't 
see anything wrong with it. Why, 
then, should he be so surprised to 
find Rabbi Feinstein _ listening to 
such music? 

The answer is th
.
at this music is 

not something a hen torah showd 
. be listening to. People are a lot 
more objective when they judge 
others than when they judge 
themselves and this fact, together 
with the stature of Rabbi Feinstein 
as a gadol hador, allowed Joe to 
see the inadequacy in having a 
religious person listening to such 
music. 

The question left, though, is 
why? What's wrong with secular 

and policies for ju�ging perfor
mance and assigning credit in 
accordance with prevailing stan
dards and practices at the home 
institution; where several institu
tions are involved with a single 
overseas institution or in a 
consortium, a common basis for 
determining grade equivalence is 
essential." Another criterion in
cludes the stipulation "that stu
dents will ordinarily not receive 
credit for foreign study undertaken 
without prior planning or approval 
on the students' home campuses." 

The Yeshiva University-Joint 
Israel program, at its inception five 
years ago, included only two 
Israeli institutions, Machon Gold 
and Beit Medrash L'Torah (BMT). 
_In the fall of 198 1 ,  the program 
was expanded to include 1 5  Israeli 
institutions. Currently, there are 
some 245 students from Yeshiva 
and· Stern College participating in 
the joint programs. 

Dr. Brenner indicated that he 
will report to the University's 
Israel Committee, which is com
posed of faculty and administra
tion officals, the "very positive 
views" that he gained from his 
visit. 

Carl Gershman 
(Continued from Page 3. Col. 41 

recefved from the peace treaty with 
Egypt. In his reply, Gershman 
stressed the importance -of 
eliminating Egypt as a confronta
tion State on Israel's border. 
"Camp David changed the balance 
of forces in the region and now 
establishes a procedure for dealing 
with other connicts in the region." 
Gershman maintained that the 
signing of the Camp David Treaty 
created a peace-loving image of 
Israel. 

Gershman concluded the lecture 
by underscoring the importance of 
a viable and firm relationship 
between the United States and 
Israel. 

THE COMMENTATOR 

Moussa 
(Continued from Page 3, Col. J) 

Can't mi!lllse rorce 
"We are two ancient peoples 

with long histories and long 
memories, "Dr. Miller con
tinued,"and any kind of misuse of 
force which is ours could bring 
tragedy." 

Ambassador Moussa said that 
although the present "peace" 
between Israel and Egypt is not "a 
comprehensive one,". it is "a step 
toward a comprehensive settlement 
that shouldn't be undone." He 

, warned that without such a 
·· settlement, "chaos will result." 

No More Bloodshed 
"War sho..id never erupt 

again,"he said firmly, and was 
interrupted by applause. "No 
more Israeli or Egyptian blood 
should be spilled,"he said. 
. "We must do our utmost to 

prevent misunderstandings, but we 
have the right to differ,"he said, 
reffering to the Israeli action into 
Lebanon.and Israel's policy on the 
West Bank and Gaza. 

"Because we may differ, "he 
continued, "this does not mean 
that the goal of peace should be 
sacrificed. "The Ambassador urged 
both parties to build on the peace 
that "Anwar Sadat had started," 
and to "hold on to the spirit"of 
the accords. 

Carryini: Out Accords 
Dr. Miller, added that he looks 

forwar<f to the Camp David 
Accords .being carried out "in all 
its parts." He invited the 
Ambassador to visit the University 
again in the future. 

The President of the Yeshiva 
College Student Council, Mr. 
Avraham T. Schneider, speaking 
to the students as part of the 
program, said that "we must 
recogni:zc that the moves taken by 
Israel were necessary." . . 

"Must Addreari ISMs" 
"Egypt and Israel must address 

Before I begin,  though let me the issues and make efforts to 
first say that I love listening to normalii.e relations,"he said. We 
these stations. The music sounds need Egypt as a dependable ally in 
great and really serves to lift my · the Middle East." 
spirits. Moreover, while I'm listen- A lengthy questio,n and answer 
ing to any given song, . even the 
most suggestive, I fail to see how it 
innuences me in the least. But, it 
does innuence me. Because the 
cumulative effect of hearing these 

. suggestive songs one after another 
has got to in_nuence a person, even 
if it is only gradually. 

The innuence of this music on a 
hen torah is harmful in three ways. 
Firstly, constantly hearing about 
the beauty of love makes one far 
more desperate for a relationship 
with a girl. This, in turn, makes it 
much harder to reject a girl who is 
really not for you. 

Secondly, it makes it a lot 
harder to be shomer negiah when 
you're always hearing songs about 
the pleasurers of hugging, kissing 
and making love. Some people 
think that negiah is easy to keep, 
and therefore aren't worried about 
it. What these people don't realize 
is that once they're put in a 
situation where they have a chance 
to break the laws of negiah it's a 
thousand times harder to keep 
them. And don't think that frum 
people can avoid all such situa
tions, because they simply cannot. 

The third reason is that it shapes 
one's general view of women. 
More explicitly, hearing sopgs of 

Renovation 
(Continued from Page I, Col. 5) 

Reno,atlon of Other Centers 
At the Midtown Center, plans 

call for the consolidation and 
expansion of the Stern College 
Library, the redesign of . the 
College's library, and the evalua
tion of space to make sure all of 
the College's needs are being met. 
The Brookdale Residence Hall 
would be repainted, and its 
common areas would be refur
bished. 

At the Brookdale Center, the 
rehabilitaiion of the building's 
elevators head the list of priorities. 
Plans also call for development of 
vacant space now . available for 
purchase or rental, and the 
redesigning of space to meet the 
needs of Benjamin N .  Cardozo 
School of Law. , music? What is there about it that 

makes us so surprised to find 
religious people listening to it? At 
this point let me clarify exactly 
what I mean by the vague and 
general category · of "secular 

. music." I'm talking about most of 
the music found on soft rock 
stations sach as WYNY and 
WNBC. I'm not talking about 
classical music because . I see 
nothing wrong with it; and I'm not 
talking about hard rock because I 
know too little about it. I will 
further limit myself to talking 
about the love songs played on 
these stations and not to songs like 
"Father and Son" or "Me and 
Julio Down by The Schoolyard." 

. physical relationships with women 
makes one look at girls more at 
sex objects then they would 
otherwise. Like the first reason, 
this also makes it harder to avoid 
choosing cute girls with horrible 
personalities. 

A number of special projects are 
also on the University's .. list of 
major repairs, including the in
stallation of a Dedicatory Wall for 
the institution's major con
tributors, • such · as Benefactors, 
Guardians, and Master Builders; 
and the refurbishing of such public 
places as the admissions, registrars, 
and deans' offices to make them· 
more attractive to visitiors. 

Anyway, with all of the religious 
music out nowadays, I don't think 
it should be all that difficult for a 
person to avoid this kind of 
secular music totally. 

Duid Gollberg - Y.U. Alamnus 

Constnacdon of Athletic Center 
The project includes construc

tion of the Max Stern Athletic 
Center, named for a major figure 
in the University's growth and 
developement. The complex would 

period followed the Ambassador's 
remarks. 

Mr. Phil Machlin, chairman of 
the committee, presided over the 
program. 

From the Staff' 

of Commentator: 
GOOD LUCK 

ON YOUR FINALS 

·wrestling 
(Continued from Page 16, Col. 5) 

pinned Lenny Madowitz in the 
· other semi-final match, in the 
finals Mark Jacobwitz defeated Eli 
Wizman 2 1 - 12 .  

The 1 50 weight class proved 
most interesting. Roy Graber 
advanced in the preliminaries as 
Mendel Balk withdrew after being 
hurt during his loss to Michael 
Taragin via Pin. Roy then wrestled 

Page 13  

Michael defeating him via fall in 
4:50. 

Chaim Wasserman won the 1 58 
weight class. He defeated Brafman 
in the preliminaries 9-6. He then 
won by default over Darren 
Blackstein who was unable to 
continue because of injury. 'In the 
finals, Chaim defeated Mike . 
Mehler for the trophy. 

The 167 weight class saw David 
Silver pin Kaufman in the semi
finals in I :45 . In the other semi
finals Jay Taragin defeated Josh . 
Lurie 9-6. David Silver took the 
weight class defeating Jay in the 
finals with a pin in 4:05 . 
. Jules Polonefsky won at 177. 

Joel Pleeter was the winner in the 
190 weight calss. 

The heavyweight competition 
saw Jay Weinberger pin Eddie 
Schauder in 4:50 in the semi-finals. 
Richard Mandelbaum pinned 
Adam Maslow in the other semi
final bout, with a pin time of I :35. 
The heavyweight champion was 
Jay Weinberger who · pinned 
Richard Mandelbaum in 4:35 . 

Tennis - A Pro_sperous .Year· 

It was a great year for the Y.U . 
tennis team as they ended their 
season with a 6-1 record. Their one 
loss. however, came at a very 
inopportune time as they bowed to 
Steven's Tech in the finals of the 
I.A.C. Division championship. 
This hard fought tournament was 
highlighted by a slew of excep
tionally high quality matches. 
. Neil Tilson's consistent ground 

strokes and volleys proved inade
quate as he fell prey to the adroit 
net game, powerful serve and 
volley game of Steven's #I seed. At 
#2 Avrumie Markowitz pulled an 
exciting upset with an assortment 
of strong ground strokes, net 
plays, as he defeated •his 
opponent 7-6, 6-2. At · 13 Larry 
Lehman ended up on the · short 
end of the tie-breaker as Steven's 
took a 2- 1 lead in the match. At 
(14, an under-the-weather Elli 
Shulman made a valiant attempt 

include the University's first 
regulation-size gymnash,1m, an in
door track, exercise rooms, and 
facilities for YU's faitcing and 
wrestling teams . 

The renovation project follows 
several years in which the Univer
sity could afford to do little but 
the most basic. repair work, a 
situation that exaerbated problems 
that required immediate attention. 
ln addition, facilities built two or 
three decades ago now have to 
accomodate a growing community 
of students. scholars, and staff, 
with needs and expectations far 
different from "those in the 1950's. 
The Campus · Repair Project is 
meant to address those concerns. 

Project Satisfies New Ordinance 
Besides improving the Universi

ty's appearance, the project would 
also satisfy provisions of a new 

but was unable to pull out another 
victory for Yeshiva. At . (15, 
Michael Taragin played percentage 
tennis forcing his opponent to beat 
the odds. The Steven's player was 
able to do so with an amazing 
array of cross court and up the line 
passing - shots as the Steven's lead 
climbed to 4- 1 .  At {16. Baruch 
Weinstein gave another strong 
performance as he easily defeated 
his opponent. His lefty hook serve 
and consistent ground strokes gave 
him a 6-3, 6-3 win, Yeshiva now 
trailed 2 matches to 4 .  

In  the doubles matches Yeshiva 
was only able to capture one of the 
three matches but i t  was too late as 
Steven's moved to a 6-3 victory 
over Yeshiva. 

At this time the tennis team 
would like to wish the best of luck 
lo Neil Tilson and Elli Shulman, 
two of its finest players who are 
graduating this June. 

city ordinance, Local Law 10. That 
ordinance requires the periodic 
inspection of any bulding over six 
noors in height and the correction 
of potentially unsafe conditions, 
such as loose bricks or mortar. 
While remedial work has already 
begun at three of the University's 
buildings, a major reno,ation 
project would ensure that none of 
the same problems would appear 
20 or even 30 years from now. 

Dr. Norman Lamm, President 
of Yeshiva University, said of the 
renovation project that "we hope 
to provide our students with a 
more comfortable environment in 
which to study, offering them the 
proper ecology of education." 

Dr. Lamm added that the 
renovation would also create "-a 
more condusive atmosphere for 
research and training, the twin 
concerns of our faculty." 
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YC· Tennis Team Frustrates Opponents 
By LARRY LEHMAN with Herschtnann displaying per- College. Filling Brooklyn's n-umber 

Yeshiva defeated John Jay, N.Y. fectly pfaced net shots and Adler I seed was the 16th ranked player 
Maritime, and Brooklyn to extend . hitting many overhead winners. <:- on the east coast. Playing number 
its record to 6-0. The team · : · I for Yeshiva, Neil Tilson showed 
defeated John Jay 8- 1 .  Yeshiva downed N.Y. Maritime why he is a cut above the rest but 

In the first niatch co-captain by a score of 6-3. Neil Tilson his bid for the match was thwarted 
Avrumi Markowitz defeated his allowed his opponent only two by an amazing array or passing 
opponent 7-5, 6-2 by displaying an games in the entire match. With shots, volleys, · and overheads. 
assortment of passing shots. Next, his excellent ground strokes and Avrumi Markowitz bowed to a 
Larry Lehman pulled off a consistency he easily gave Yeshiva tough veteran: who used his speed 
squeaker 7-6, 7-6. Then Baruch a 1-0  lead. Eli Shulman's deter- and consistency to outlast his · 
Weinstein with the perfection of mination allowed him to overcome opponent. Eli Shulman again got 
his serve and volley game won 7-6, a one set deficit to win his match off to a slow start yet was able to 
6-4, In the next three · siogle's 4-6, 6-2, 6-3. Baruch Weinstein win his match in three sets. Larry 
matches, the Yeshiva players just used an ,!lSSOrtment of fine· passing Lehman was less . lucky as he was 
proved to be too · much for their shots as well as a serve and volley unable to hold on to an early lead 
John Jar opponents. Co-Captain game to win his match 6-4,, 7-6. and was defeated · in three long 

. Michael Taragin. won decisively 6- Michael Taragin played a deter- hard fought sets. Michael Taragin 
0, 6-1 while Jay Gottesman and mined and skillful match but had little trouble defeating his 
Beryl Thomas both shut out their succumbed to the relentless and opponent · 6-0, 6-4. Meanwhile, 
opponents 6-0, 6-0. forceful ground strokes . of his . Baruch Wenstein's 6-3, 6-1 victory 

In a tough grueling doubles worthy opponent .  Avrumi  set the score at three matches a 
match Avr11111i Markowitz and Markowitz had little trouble over- 'piece. Eli Shulman and· Beryl 
Baruch Weinstein lost by the score coming his opponent. Thanks to Thomas then teamed up at doubles 
of 8-6. fine serving he won 6-4, 6-3. Beryl and were awesome in defeating 

Michael Taragin and Jeff Thomas disposed· of his opponent their oppoenents 6- 1 ,  6-0. That win 
Golden then went on to overcome with great ease 6-3, 6-0; Thomas tied the match at 44 with only one 
a slow start to defeat their then teamed up with Jay Got- · match to go. Taragin and Weins
opponents 9-7 with .. excellently tesman to win their doubles match. tein teamed up for their doubles 
executed passing shots by Taragin Neil Adler also made his debut match. Arter losing the first set 6-3 
and consistent ground strokes by playing a fine doubles match. they came back to win the next 
Golden. 

· two 6-0, 6-0. This clinched the 
.Eric Herschmann and Neil The Yeshiva team had a very match and gave Yeshiva a 5-4 win 

Adler easily won their match 8-1 difficult time defeating Brooklyn · over Brooklyn. 

Spring Blood Drive Draws Many Donors 

By KEVIN HAVF.S ud 
JEFF DANOWICZ. 

Once again Yeshiva College . 
hosted a successful spring· blood 
�rive receiving 283 pints or blood 
Under the leadenhip or Doi,or 
Chairmen ·Kevin Hayes and Alan 

·· Berger Yeshiva has maintained its 
outstanding reputation with the 
Greater New .. York Blood 
Program. . ·. 

Last semester, under the 
leadership of Robert Koppel, 
Yeshiva collected 375 pints of 
blood. It was Yeshiva's first two 

Jewish . 

day blood drive. The spring blood 
drive committee suggested that 
Yeshiva run t�o day blood drives 
in the future. This would alleviate 
the - long. wait and attract more 
donors, as was proven in the fall 
drive. However, the committee 
stated that the administration 
requested having a one day drive this 
semester. · 

Although only · 283 pints or 
. blood were · collected, thirty nine 
potential doriors were rejected for 
various reasons. 

In addition, the committee, 
raffled off 3 free passes to the · 
Great Adventure amusement park. 
These passes we�e donated by the 
Yeshiva college student council. 

The blood · drive committee 
extends a thank you to all those 
who 'donated from Yeshiva 
College, the Wurzweilcr School or 
Social Work and MTA, and hopes 
that Yeshiva College will continue 
to . have successful drives in the 
future. · Remember Give 
Jllood-Save ;:Lives_!! 

Public School 
Youth Program J.P.S.Y. 

'A Fat Growing 011tr�•ch Program In N. Y. City' 
lftnM n,w:a \D�,, nnpw 'D v,, 
Interviews are now being conducted - · 

for 

. . STAFF POSITIONS 

for 
1983-84 Academic Year 

A great opportunity to work with unaffiliated 
Public School teens . in Jewish identity clubs 

GREAT SALARIES QFFERED 
P�sitions from 5 to 20 hours weekly 

- Available positions include: 
• Club leaders 

i'"·· � 
. 

·. � 

• Borough Coordinators 
• Special Projects 

Please call Elen Lieberman 475-6200 Ext. 276 or 548-3650 
or Perry Garber 475-6200 Ext. 275 or 927-3070 

J. P.S. !', is a project ofthe 
Educational Alliance and Federation of Jewish Philanthropies 

Wednesday, May 25, 191.l 

Senior · 
Employment 

Service 
Wanted for 

Masmid 1 984 

Seniors with previous yearbook experience 

needed. Editorial positions available! 

Contact: 

Gary Kaufman 

M706 

Joe Greenblatt 

M724 

927-3 190 · 928- 1273 

Wanted -ror Summer 1983 

· Seniors graduating in June 1984 to get 

advertisem_ents for yearbook (Masmid). Much 

money is needed! 

MARCUS 

ENGRAVERS 
ROBERT MARCUS YC ;80 

8901 5th Avenue 
North Bergen, N.J. 07047 

(201 )  869-8526 

Engrave,rs of Plastic, 
A crylic and Metal -signs 

A ward� Tropliies and Certificates . . . 
ENGLISH TYPE 
HEBREW TYPE 

DISCOUNTS TO. 
Y.U. STUDENTS, 

- FA(,ULTY AND -ALUMNI 

We Come To You 

With Actual Samples 

WHY GO ANYWHERE ELSE -
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Cross-Country Team 
�unning For The Gold 

When · returning 'to school in 
Oct. one may notice a group of 
students dressed in Yeshiva un
iforms and colorful . running 
sneakers. They comprise the newly 
formed cross-country team. 

Led by Captain Howie Sonnen
blick and co-Captain Ian Landow 
the Yeshiva cross-country team 
�romises to add .a new dimension 
to our athletic department. 

Profcssor. Arthur Tauber, direc
tor of athletics is very enthusiastic 
about cross-country coming to 
Yeshiva. He has already convinced 
sewral schools to hold meets on 
Sunday rather than on Saturday in 
order \o accomodate Yeshiva 
students. Prof. Tauber pointed out 
that he has always wanted a cross
country team but there simply 
wasn't enough interest on the part 
of the students. 

Included on the team are three 
NYC Marathoners and one or two . 

!11arathon _hopefuls, consequently, 
1t was dcetded that those runners 
would run as a team and represent 
Yeshiva in this fall's NYC . 
Marathon.  

According to Captain Howie 
Sonnenblick the . team is very 
excited and can hardly wait for the 
competition to begin. For those 
who aren't r amiliar with the sport, 
cross-country involves running a 
specified distance (usually S miles) 
through woods, grass, hills, and 
the like. The entire team runs in 
the same race and points are 
awarded to the first ten finishers of 
the race. 
Mr. Sonnenblick was also happy 
to announce that as its first event, 
the cross-country team has been 
invited by the Greater NY 
Conference on Soviet Jewry to lead 
the · annual Solidarity Sunday 
March (May 22nd) by running in 
front of the march torches in hand. 

/ Orthodox, Conservadve And 
Refonn Jews Work Together · 

To Promote Aliyah 
. The leadership of lhe organized 
Orthodox, Conservative and 
Reform Synagogue · movements 
haw agreed to work together in a 
unified appeal for Americans to 
make Aliyah, marking the first 
time Aliyah has been .the focus of 
such a national effort. 

According to Moshe Shechter, 
director of the Israel Aliyah Center or North America, a steering 
committee - yet to be announc:icd 
- will C()ordinate efforts toward 
the designation of a .single Shabbat 
in October as Aliyat Shabbat. 
During whi�h in synagogues across 
the country, Rabbis will deliver 
sermons urging Americans to 
consider the . benefits of making 
Israel their home. 
. It is expected, Shechter said, that 

additional activities will be 
_organized on both the national and 
synagogue levels to tie in this 
momentus . occasion with Israel
oriented activities. He said the 
Israel Aliyah Center was preparing 

a working plan for establishing 
localized activities which would be 
make available through the 
national offices of the Reform, 
Conservative and Orthodox move
ments. 

"The time-honored debate of 
whether Jews need Israel more 
than Israel needs Jews,,.· Shechter 
said, "has faded into the 
background in the realimtion that 
the needs of both arc inseparable 
and . one in the same. The Jews of 
America face assimilation as the 
major threat to their existence as 
Jews, which is as real a threat as 
the demographic problems which 
face the State of Israel. The only 
genuine solution to both problems 
is more Jews living in Israel." 

"The lay and Rabbinical 
leadership of the Conservative, 
Orthodox, and Reform movements 
are in the vanguard of this historic 
promotion of Aliyah among their 
memberships," the Israel Aliyah 
Center director emphasized. 

Y CSC ... Constitutional? 
(Contim,td from Pogt I, Col. JJ 

past ·· year's Secretary-Treasurer. 
last year, Jay Weinberger was 
elected Sec.-Treas. by the student 
body. When he resigned in 
October for personal reasons, 
Gary Bellman was temporarily 
appointed to the position. He has 
stayed on as Sec.-Treas. the entire 
year and, according to several 
Council members, he has done "a 
great job". According to the 
Constitution, however, if the Sec.
Treas. resigns, a replacement is 
temporarily appointed until an 
election can be scheduled for a 
new Scc.-Treas. Mr. Schneider 
remarked that although he has "no 
way to reconcile the situation," he 
thought the fine progress of 

, Y.C.S.C. this year would be 
hampered by a new election; thus 
he did not schedule one. When 
questioned about the legality of his 
daring move, Mr. Schneider admit
ted that "it was unconstitutional" 
but also cited the fine job done by 
the 'temporary replacement'. 

As well, during the process of 
rewriting the Constitution, several 
new items were introduced; Ac
cording to the new Constitutioi:i, 
the newly elected Student Council 
shall assume power on graduation 
day. In the · old Constitution 
though, the new Council took over 
earlier in the semester. Some 
students believ·e that the late 'take
over' date is detrimental to 

Y.C.S.C. They maintain that when 
the new Council takes over, the 
outgoing council will not be 
present to accl imate and  
familiarize the novices with their 
new responsibilities. Mr. Schneider 
noted that graduation day is a 
·more definite time for transfer of 
power. 

The new Constitution also 
makes provisions for a later 
election date (May instead of 
April) to accomodate those who 
attend Kalan's sessions for 
M.C.A.T.'s, D.A.T.'s L.S.A.T.'s 

� etc. An additional innovation is 
the right of the Executive Council 
to spend $500.00 in a single 
payment without approval of 
Student Council. Mr. Schneider 
indicated that this change is 
incorporated into all university 
student council constitutions and 
cited the need for it at Y.C.S.C. 

When questioned about this 
Y.C.S.C. scenario, Aaron Menche, 
outgoing Sophomore Class Presi
dent, exclaimed that "you can't 
expect Student Council to always 
cater to the desires of students 
when students don't participate in 
or attend open Student Council 
meetings. The average attendance 
at these open meetings this year 
was less than 25 out of a student 
body of 800. 1 5  of those 25 people 
were Student Council members." 

THE COMMENTATOR 

In fact. we'll even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend. That's 
In addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and fees. 

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program. 
How does It WOik? . 

· H you're selected for a Physician Scholarship-from the Army, Navy, or 
AJr Force-you're commtsaloned as an officer in the Reserve. 

While you're in 8Chool, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining 
valuable medical experienee. After graduation, you will serve three or more 
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and 
years of ac:hofarshlp 8S8lstance received. 

As an Armed F()l'C8S physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits, 
and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity 
of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology. 

: But most tmpo,tant, while you're in medical school we'll.help pay the bills. 
For more Information, send In the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever.· 

�-���--�-"!' ...... _-_ .. 
. Professions Scholarship. I understand there is no obligation: (OS) 

th I 

I For more information mail this coupon to: 
Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box C 1776, Huntington Station, NY 117 46 

I Check up to three: AnnJD ....,□ . .  AlrForce□ 

(IN- print) 

·1 �-----"Pt-6"' -·1 
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More than 30.000 people IIICINl111 die Y.U. Chabad Oab 1atllencl 11tU Llhtltdl World Headqaarten In 
New York for the Lag e•omer ddldrea's parade, caral,al and fair. 'Ille Luba,ltcher Rebbe, Rabbi 
Menachem M. Schneenon, addreaecl the crowd and was heard 11,e around the world. Upper right, the Rebbe 
on the reviewing stand on the steps of Lubavitch Center. Upper left, itne of many colorful floats portraying 
Jewish themes. This one depicts the unity of the Jewish people throught their representative letten In the Seier 

. Torah. Below, a section of the huge crowd. Luba.,ltduponsored hundreds ofslmllar paradeull over the world 
involving hundreds of thousands of children and adults. 

Freshmen .Beat JR's In O.T., 
Capture Playoff Berth 

The Freshmen team defeated the 
first plac:ic Juniors in overtime to 
capture its first playoff berth in 
recent years. They have defeated 
all three . upperclassmen and 
achieved a 3-3 record. 

The Juniors jumped out to a 
quick 20- 14 first quarter lead led 
by Gary Kaufman (19 pts.) and 
Michael Taragin ( 18 pts.). The 
Juniors were able to preserve their 
lead thanks to the strong 
rebounding by Eric Herschmann 
(14 pts.) and Yak Friedman. The 
first half ended with the Juniors 
ahead 35-26. 

It appeared that this game was 
going to have the same result as 
the three previous games, with the 
Juniors dominating throughout. 

In the second half the Freshmen 
went to their money player Andre 

Isaacson (24 pts.), who led the 
league in scoring this year with an 
average of 20 pts. per game. Stuie 
Weinstock played a strong second 
half and enabled the Freshmen to 
cut the Junior lead to 52-42 at the 
end of the third quarter after being 
down by as much as 16. 

The Freshmen team started the 
fourth quarter with a quick 6 pts. 
to cut the Juniors lead to 4. The . 
Juniors were then forced to call 
time out and try to regroup. After 
the time out, Michael Taragin 
drove the length of the court and 
scored to increase the Junior lead 
to 6. But once again the Freshmen 
struck back and ran off a 1 6- 1 0  
fourth quarter spurt ending regula
tion time with the score 60 all . 

Then the three minute overtime 
period began. Barak Saffer scored 

the first 2 pts. in the overtime with 
a beautiful baseline jumper. The 
Juniors tried to push the ball up 
the court, but Steven Kuritzky 
stole the ball and fed it to Andre 
Isaacson for 2 more points to ice 
the game for the Freshmen. The 
game ended with the Freshmen 
defeating the Juniors 70-67. 

Don't Forget 
Graduation 

-JUNE 9. 1983 

Senior Dinner At 

Park East Synagogue 
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Sophs Beat .J�ors In 1ntranJufa1s Juniors Tak� Championship 
For Secend . Consemtive Year By DAVID SCHWARCZ 

" Dweck .tenaciously veers 
around Katz and . smoothly puti 
the ball home! A quiet hush hovcn 
over both benches and a delPC)n• 
dent . junior team' trots · down 
court." Thi• was _the nisht a 
determined ■ophomON squad out
played the elite junior team and 
achicwct the coveted title or accond 
semester intramu•l tiuketball 
champions. 

At the . outlet or the 1amc, 
Juniors Michael Tarasin (12 pti.) 
and Jeff Katz (8 ptl.) established 
their presence by cont�llins the 
defensive boards and executina an 
opportunistic offenlive pme plan. 
'av Skolnick (17 ptl.). the Stalwart 
10phomare center, forged through 
a fonnidable junior front line and 
scored the lint six sophomore 
points. Thi• · offensive 1uip wu· 
complemented by an 111rasJve 
defenac and forced the · Juniors to 
alter their oriainal pme plan. In a 
desparate attempt to resain com-

_ ure, Ullrie �ver, <!!J,!1..!l, the . .  

A..._ 
N.... Mflld: 

.,_nW: Michael Ro,enbloom 
F•mr: Adam Karp 

...., S..dlt: 
Sbabai "Chopper" Schreier 

C.n ••tor: 
Bo,lcttboll: Joey Eawa 
aowt11r1: William Borenitein 
F•dlt1: Seth Gersten 
r-,1,: Michael Taraain 
W,w11""1: Wayne Brecber 

C,1116•• 
a.lkttba/1: Joey Eaves · 
..,,,,,, .. Scott Bo1e1111cin 
MVP.· Mona Allen, Dina Weinbers 
Fadll1: Sobrt: Seth Gcnten 
Foll: Dlvid Mond 
El-: Duvid Feild 
ltl/lff,: Jeff Koesterich 
Stlt:ffr: Abra•m Borenstein 
T..,,_. AYl'llmi Markowitz w,_.,_. Wayne lrccher 

T_. 8llldldo <•--•• •--) 
JaJ aou-n■n • 1.0 
un, Ltluun - 4-2 
Afflllai Markowitz • 5-2 
1!11 ..... ., • 5-1 
MklMI Tllqin. - 5-2 
IIIJl 1'11N111 - 2.0 
JW ,..  .. 4-2 
.... .... .  1.0 

heri1ded junior 1)9int 1uard, 
· penetrated the sophomore defense 
and opened . up the palling lanes 
fqr .Baruch Weinstein ( I I  pts.) and 
Jeff Katz. 

The unrelenting sophomore 
defense halted the juniors offensive 
onslaught and finished the · half 
with a 29-24 edp. 

The Juniors� in a suprise 
defensive move, opened the 3rd 
quarter in a man-to-man defense. 
Jackie Dweck (14 pts.). Harry 
Lchm11n (6 pts.) · 11nd Mark 
Lefltovitz (8 pts.) • flashed their 
Hshtn.ins speed and quickly com
bined ror 12 poinu extinsuishins 
any hope for a Junior comeback. 
The Sopha chewed up most or the 
4th quarter dock by runnins their 
deliberate ·offenac, forcins . · the 
junior's to r oul. David Schwarcz 
(12 pll.) and Jack 0-.c:k (14 pts.) 
sunk their foul sh�ts acc:urins a 61· 
50 lead and the Championship 
C-O-N-G-ll•A-D-U-L-A-T-1-0-N• 
S! 

Mets Woes 

By ROBERT KATZ 
What's wrong with the Mets? . 
Have . you &Qt 2 hours? 
I'll tell you what's wrong with 

the Mets in one _ word: Manasc
ment. You're probably saying -
"but hey, don't the players stink?'' 
Granted, they're not all stars, but 
the feeling here is that they can 
�rtainly play 500 ball if- handled 
properly. · · 

for the accond straiaht year the time aaain by Soph goalie Kenny 
Juniqn (last year's Sophomores) Fisher. However, fine comer work 
have taken the Hockey Intramural and pressure by Ushie Seleven 
Championship at Y. U. Further- finally mana,ed to set one· past for .  
more, rot the second conaec:utive 1.0 lead. The Sopha picked up 

•· year they won the resular season their attack but were thwarted by 
title, received a bye in Round I ,  and AU-Star soalie Yak Friedman. 
swept the . championship in three Early in the tecond period, with 
straight. This year's opponent was the score still 1.0, M.V.P. All-Star 
the strong Sophomore team comins defenaeman, Shabsi "Cflopper" 
off a decisive trounchins of the Schreier intercepted an errant pass 

· Seniors in Round I .  and drilled a low wrist shot home 
At the onsei or Game I, ·  the for a 2-0 lead. Later on in the 

Juniors took it right to the stunned period, the Sophs leader . J-Z 
Sopha, but were denied time and Smilchen!kY cut the lead in half by 

Fml Satrtn1 - Hockey. l11tramaral1 
Geals Asalsts Points �lty-mln. 

8-Z Sinilchensky (Soph) 10 14 24 18 
Moshe Green (Jun) 14 8 22 · 2· 
Shabsi Schreier (Jun) 8 14 22 4 
Ushie Selevan (Jun) · 6 10 16 2 
Ari Tuchman (Soph) 13 3 16 . 2 
Andy Schreiber (Soph) 7 8 IS 0 

FIIIII 8tandlap - Hockey lnt,-munls 

Juniors 
Sophs 
Seniors 
Freshmen 

, .  W . L T 
6 1 l 
4 3 . . 1 
3 S 0 
2 6 o 

;. The first · c:ulprit is manaser · 
George Bamberger. Bambi's a nice 
guy, dedicated, and a veteran 
baseball man. He may be capable 
or manasins a team like the. 
Brewen (which he did for 3 years) 
who can handle themiclves, . but · · 
the Mets are an Immature ieani 

· A special Ce 1 11lltor com
menda,\ion t� Moishe Kranzler 
who ;00mpilcd a 4-1 season 
wrestling record. Moishe was 

. 

not pinned this season; His only 
· lo� (on points) was to Steve 

Kovnirsky 
Polytcch, a 2 time Yeshiva 
tournament champion. Moishe 
was captain or the wrcstli"s 

. team ror the past season. 
Congratulations. 

who need to develop an identity - Butch Wynesar or the Minnesota 
. something they are sorely lacking. •  Twins. Give Steinbrenner credit -

. When asked to point ··· to one if he wanli it, he gets it. Compared 
positive upcct or the year so far, to Steinbrenner. Cashen ii a little 
(at press time the Mets were 9-18) limb: · 
Bambi said with a amile, •�Well, Sonie , niore queries about 
we've sot (rookie phenom) Darryl manasement. 
Strawberry up-here now." Wrons, About the bis l)arryl Strawberry 
George. What does that 1tatement · debate. ·  ·. We will never know 

WrestUng· 

Team Excels 

Wresdl11 llltra•rals • Gr■ppllna 
for Glory 

blasting one home on a good paJII 
from Doni Israeli. Late . in . the 
second period, Chopper Schreier 
put the same away with a beautiful 
rebound shot on a blaat by M�he 
Green. The third period · went · 
quickly with the Junion flau�tins 

. their top · defenae in . t.he leqllt. 
Final Score: Juniors-3, Sopha-I .  · 

As the second 1ame approached 
the Sopha promised revenge. But 
as the 1anie 11ta!jed the Juniors 
quickly took a 1.0 lead on a shot 
by Dave f�ntck on a beautiful 
centering pau. The Sopha fought . 
back hard, yet a little later a shot 
by Bernie Bronner was called n� 
goal. While the Sopha mistakenly 
rejoiced Moshe Green took the 
puck the distance and icored ror a 
2.0 game. Bronner would not be 
denied, and he• snuck in, off' the 
raceoff to cut the score to 2-1 .  But 
again just as the Sopha thought 
they could play with .the Junion, 
Chopper Schreier netted · two 

, consecutive goals. The first was a 
shorthanded one qn four soal and 
the second came on a blast from 
the blue line. The fina1 score in 
Game 2 was Juniors-9, the Sophs-
1 ,  Ylith Moshe Green and Stuie 
Weinberger netting hat tricks. 

The third game wu much like 
the second one.· The strong defense 
or Chopper, Green, Keith Rhine, 
and Ari Silbermintz totally shut off' 
the once potent Sophomore offen
se. The-final score in Game 3 was 
6-2. Again it was Chopper Schreier 
who opened · the scoring to set the 
tone for the evening. 

On the whole, the key to the 
series was the great goal-tending 
by Yak Friedman (4 soals in 3 
sames) with much help from the 
solid Junior defense. Honorable 
mention goes to the tenacious 
Junior "diaers": Ushie Selevan, 
Stuie Weinberser, Ian Landow, 
Mark Lefltovits, D�vid .Fontek, 
and · Ari Silbermintz. Anotbcr key 
factor was the fine Junior defensive 
play which shut off season pt. 
leader B-Z Smilchensky (I soal, 3 
games) and All-Star . Ari Tuchman 
(I goal, 3 games). · Chopper 
Schreier was voted M. V .P. and 
was the leading scorer in the 
playoffs with 5 goals and 4 assists. 
These playoffs concluded a very 
successful intramural season, and 
the rivalries rormed will undoub
te�ly continue well into next year. 

, do for a 'team with the likes or whether • Darryl should .have been 
Foster, Kinsman, and Seaver? Can brousht up at the beginning of the 
a 21 year old kid with no major season or now: Contrary to all 
leasue experience be the answer to speculation, · Strawberry didn't 
anyone's problem?. Hardly. lnitcad mind soins down to the minors. 
or looking toward The Future, "Jr that's what they want then 
how about 1983? What about. all . that's what I'll do. I could 
the aeasoncd vets you've got on · probably use a little while more in 
your team - why not build an the minon." Once you do bring 
identity around them? He could him up, you expect him to be 
you do it around the rookies; but ready. So why not play him every 
only in 1984 when they're really day? Bamberger sits Strawberry 
ready. So again - what about apinst left-handers. Why? He'll 

By PF.$ACH LEIB KREMEN 
The wrestlins intramural touma- The 134 weisht class proved to 

ment or 1983 continued to be the M.V.P. weisht class. This 
demonstrate the wide popularity or weight class was run as a round 
the Y.U. wrestling program. robin class because of the presence 
Wrestlers from all divisions or of 3 wrestlers. Mark · Bessler 
Y.U.'s main campus participated. convincingly defeated Moshe 
Contrary to some other in- Goldbers 14-8. He also defeated 
tramura.ls, any wrestler who ever · Ralph Gro11 by a pin in a time or 
participated in any match for Y .U. 2:20. •His citecution oh half nelson 
at any weight class or wrestling in both or his matches to earn near 
style was excluded rrom the faU pointl and a pin earned him 

1983? never learn like that. Throw him · 
Further into the discullion. into the water and let him sink and 

When Bambi was asked to point to · so O for 20 before resurfacins. 
the one nesative aspect this.year, Once he socs resurface, he'lf tear 
he smiled 11hecpiBly &lid up the lea9ue. b-()wner Nelson 
said:"Oee� we're just not scorins ·Doubleday and President Fred 
enoush runs." Ladies and pn- Wilpin took over the team in 1980 
tlemcn, I pve you the understate- and III aU owners do, promised 
ment or the year. Any hard-nosed chanps. Some changes - I 
manager would give the -team 20 present the Mets _ yearly recored 

· lashes each. in the clubhouse, but from 1977- 1982: 
Bambi just sits and . waits. · And . 1977 - W64 L98 
waits. And nothins happens. And 1979 - W66 L96 
that's where the rront office steps- 1979 - W63 L99 
er, doem't 11ep in. , 1980 - W67 L95 

May I 11k why General · 1981 - W41 L62 (strike) 
Manager Frank Cashen hasn't 1983 - W65 L97 

· traded r or a bona-fide major Some changes, huh? 
leasue catcher when hii ·4 tirne all- The Mets have some 100d 
star John Steam is out ror half a ballplayers. They should be a .500 

•· year? Bambi claims that "he's club this year, but thoy won't. You 
been tryin1 and lookins for so can blame that on their hierarchy. 
long, believe me." Well if that'• The Mt=t11 are like a'n adolescent. 
true, that just proves the GM'11 They need a 1elf concept before 
ineptneu. Last year, Rick Cerone 1oin1 in to adulthood, or else there 
or the Yankees wa1 injured. In will be problems. Adulthood is 
deaperatc need or a catcher, 1984. Adolescence . Is 1983. Get 
Oeorp Steinb11nner went out and with it manapment - point your 
in 2 days sot another II catcher, teena,er in the ript clNction. 

compet\tion. the MUP award. , 
At 1 18 pounds, Ari Klein was · At 142, Mark Jacobwitz pinned 

the winner. At 126, Barry Schanzer Marvin Leventer in 2:35 in the. 
defeated Kenny Segal 7-5 in a semi-final match. Eli Wizman 
clo&C__1�at�h. 
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